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PREFACE
On August 14, 1992, the United States Department of Energy issued a Request for Comments
Concerning State Policies Affecting Natural Gas Consumption.

This Notice of Inquiry noted the

increasing significance of the role played by states and sought to gain better understanding of how state
policies impact the gas industry.
The general trend toward a more competitive marketplace for natural gas, as well as recent
regulatory and legislative changes at the Federal level, are driving State regulatory agencies to
reevaluate how they regulate natural gas. State action is having a significant impact on the use of
natural gas for generating electricity, as well as affecting the cost-effective trade-off between
conservation expenditures and gas use. Additionally, fuel choice has an impact upon the environment
and national energy security.
In light of these dimensions, the Department of Energy initiated this study of State regulation.
The goals of this NOI are:
1)

help DOE better understand the impact of State policies on the efficient use of gas;

2)

increase the awareness of the natural gas industry and Federal and State officials to the
important role of State policies and regulations;

3)

create an improved forum for dialogue on State and Federal natural gas issues; and,

4)

develop a consensus on an analytical agenda that would be most helpful in addressing
the regulatory challenges faced by the States.

Ninety-seven parties filed comments, and of these ninety-seven, fifteen parties filed reply
comments. Appendix One lists these parties. This report briefly syntheses the comments received.
The goal is to assist parties to judging the extent of consensus on the problems posed and the remedies
suggested, aid in identifying future analytical analyses, and assist parties in assessing differences in
strategies and regulatory philosophies which shape these issues and their resolution.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Domestic and International Energy
Policy, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The comments reveal that a very fundamental transition in the natural gas industry is occurring.
State regulators and LDCs are operating vastly different today than a decade ago. States have moved
to accommodate greater competition by developing unbundled transportation and alternative
transportation rates. Commentators perceive that these major strides in State policies will continue
to evolve. Several States have their own Notice of Inquiries in progress oh how their regulatory
process should change to accommodate this transition.
General Findings:
1)

Many State policies can have an impact upon gas consumption;

2)

States face dramatic new challenges in gas and electric regulation in the future;

3)

Some State policies are likely systematically biased against natural gas use in favor of
coal or conservation;

4)

Other State policies can be biased against certain type of gas purchasing strategies and
risk management processes;

5)

Some recent Federal gas policy initiatives are perceived to adversely affect gas use at
the state level;

6)

There is a consensus against any Federal mandates stemming from this NOI at the
current time; and

7)

Consensus exists on the need for improved dialogue and coordination between State
regulators, DOE and FERC on natural gas issues.
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INTRODUCTION
This report summaries the major viewpoints on each of the seventeen areas of inquiry set forth
in the Request for Comments. The attempt is to synthesize the comments and to cite a representative
number of the parties taking various positions on the issues raised. Thus, the reader can gain both
breadth and some depth of insight on current thinking within the natural gas industry.
The report follows the organizational format of the Request for Comments, namely, a separate
section for each issue. The Department's Notice presumed that the transition in Federal regulation
was nearing completion, and, thus, the Notice sought to learn whether state regulation required
reconsideration in light of market and Federal regulatory changes. Many parties submitted comments
that several Federal regulatory changes have not been beneficial, these policies should be changed, and
these policies should not serve as the basis upon which state regulation are reconsidered. Because
these Federal regulations were identified as impacting natural gas use, the section on state regulations
affecting natural gas consumption also contains comments on remaining Federal regulations also
affecting natural gas consumption.1
This report does not draw conclusions based upon the comments. This reveals the preliminary
stage of the Department's inquiry wherein gaining insight is of foremost importance. This insight will
not only help the Department plan its future regulatory analyses, but hopefully provide the industry
with an improved basis for their planning.
Comments were also received directed at both the nature and timing of the Department's
Notice. Some parties would delay this state inquiry until various Federal policies, such as FERC's
Order 636, have become implemented. Others considered this exactly the time to commence a
dialogue on Federal and state regulation.
Limits are suggested on Federal initiatives given the wide variation in local conditions (load
profiles, diversity in classes of service, local economics, inter-fuel competition, etc). Thus, there is
no simple generic rule that can be determined in a Federal inquiry that is applicable at the state level.
Also, fundamental differences were cited between gas distribution and transmission which is regulated
at the Federal level were also cited as a limit on the ability to use the Federal forum to address local
service. Gas and provision of transmission service may stop being a commodity market and instead
become a "universal service obligation" governed with multiple social and political objectives besides
economic objectives when the focus is at the local retail level.
Many parties found the DOE inquiry to raise a number of key issues that deserve immediate
attention if market goals are to be realized and consumers receive both reliable and economically
priced gas service. On many issues, the comments reveal distinct differences of opinion among the
parties based upon their stage in the natural gas industry.
The movement toward augmenting regulation using competitive forces was called into question

1

Missouri Public Service Commission, Reply Comments, p. 3, posits that the interrelation between federal
and state regulation that this Notice has identified reaffirms their perception that a Joint Board is critical.
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at the state level given that some portions of the local natural gas market do not equate to a workable
competitive market. Hence, the prescriptions necessary to achieve the goals in the National Energy
Strategy may not always be toward less regulation at the state level. Further, states remain the
appropriate forum for developing the regulatory response. Efforts to extend and apply Federal
approaches to the retail market must defer to state authority.

I. EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
Federal environmental regulations and Federal regulations for permitting, drilling, completing,
and operating wells on Federal lands is far more time-consuming and burdensome than intrastate
regulations. Of those who commented on this issue, general agreement that most producing states
exercise reasonable control.2 But some expansion of rational environmental concerns beyond rational
limits was reported in the State of New Mexico.3 Natural Gas Supply Association proposes that onestop shopping for all permits be required of Federal and state agencies.4
Atlantic Richfield (ARCO) notes that many state environmental rules are merely local
manifestations of Federal requirements. ARCO identifies a six general rules and regulations that could
be reconsidered to permit more cost-effective exploration.1 Others argue for common sense
environmental oversight, that is, there should be a correlation between the burden of information
required in comparison to the low environmental risk presented by exploration and production
operations.6 There was some concern that gathering facilities may now be used to capture rsnts given
the unbundling process under Order 636 and hence require new regulatory oversight.7

H. DELIVERABILJTY DATA
Diverse opinions were expressed with regard to the extent Federal or state regulators should
actively seek to affect the quality of deliverability data collected. The Natural Gas Supply Association
perceives that more timely data on pipeline throughput and storage injection and withdrawal would be

2

Michigan Public Service Commission staff, p.l, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, p.6,

3

Independent Petroleum Association of Mountain States, p. 5.

* Natural Gas Supply Association, p. 14.
3

Atlantic Richfield Company, pp.5-6.

6

Mitchell Energy, p.3. Brooklyn Union cites the recent Oil Spill Pollution Recovery Act enacted in Texas
as presenting great economic burden on the producer compared to any safety or environmental consideration,
p.3.
7

Independent Petroleum Association of America, p.3.
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useful, but these data should be weekly, not realtime.' Similar data are published by American
Petroleum Institute for oil industry. Others perceive that Electronic Bulletin Boards make feasible
realtime information.9 These opinions were countered by those who argue that better data does not
equate with greater supply reliability; the latter gained through contracts.10 Others argue the concern
for greater data must be balanced by its cost." The Illinois Commerce Commission sees no barrier
because of the lack of data generated by the government on deliverability.12
There was general agreement that the data gained from pipelines' electronic bulletin boards
should be standardized, providing greater degree of uniformity and coordination.13 This conformity
is being investigated at FERC. Wisconsin Distributor Group concludes that if the market demands
such a database, a private entity will develop and market it. The government should not undertake
a venture whose benefits and desirability by the market are unclear.14 "The development of an
electronic data base to measure and reflect the current performance of the restructured natural gas
market...is well on its way to satisfactory completion as a result of private sector activity without
active intervention or supervision of any government agency."15

. NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION

* Natural Gas Supply Association, pp. 15-16.
9

Independent Petroleum Association of America, p. 4. Industrial Consumers would like realtime tracking
capability, p. 30. Pacific Gas and Electric cites their own electronic bulletin board that has facilitated trades
and increased utilization. PG&E seeks to integrate with systems in other regions on a realtime basis, p. 2.
10

Enron Gas Services, p. 9.

11

South Jersey Gas Company, p.2. Rochester Gas and Electric foresees costs to be quite high, p.3.
Cincinnati Gas and Electric argues that the benefits will rebound largely to non-core customers who do not use
pipeline affiliated merchants; thus, the costs should be so assigned, p.3.
12

Illinois Commerce Commission, p.6. The Illinois Commission refers to the FERC/DOE Natural Gas
Deliverabilitv Task Force Report in which of the three panels (industry, technical, and regulatory) the industry
and technical panels argue for relative modest additions to reported data.
13

Michigan Public Service Commission staff, p.2. Northwest Natural Gas Company contends it is
imperative for the simultaneous development of integrated EBBs by both LDCs and pipelines. The integrated
electron bulletin boards will reduce transactions costs, p.2.
14

Wisconsin Distributor Group, Reply Comments, p.5. Similarly, Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas rind
it unlikely that the development of a natural gas data bank would have a significant effect upon natural gas
consumption, p. 13.
13

Associated Gas Distributors, Reply Comments, p.2.
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Direct limits on natural gas usage through regulatory and legislative rules have greatly
diminished since the gas shortages in the interstate market in the 1970s.16 Indirect limits, though,
exist and dormant state statutes remain which commissions can activate should shortages emerge again.
At the State Level. Numerous impediments are identified that may limit the economic
consumption of natural gas. Of these, several specifically relate to various issues that made up the
Notice. These are treated in their respective sections of this report. For example, some parties
perceive integrated resource planning being biased toward coal use and the recovery of promotional
expenses within IRPs by electric utilities being biased against natural gas use; these are treated in
Section XVI. Others allege natural gas does not gain equal footing as a fuel for cogeneration; this
is treated in Section XIII. Others find that subjecting gas customers to curtailment schemes raise
concerns on natural gas reliability; this is treated in Section XVII.C. Finally, the inability of
distributors to pass through one hundred percent of their promotional expenditures in their cost-ofservice rates or to profit from these expenditures is treated in Section XVII.B.
The impediments that are not covered under the issues separately identified in the Notice
include 1) the mispricing of electricity that provides uneconomic advantages,17 2) limits remaining
in state statutes that bare certain non-essential gas uses, 3) requirement of energy audits before a
customer can convert to gas from another fuel,1' 4) subjecting gas utilities to local franchise taxes
while alternate fuels are not19, 4) state energy policies that favor coal in certain producing states such
as West Virginia, Ohio, Illinois and Indiana,20 and Colorado.21
Natural gas consumption is still being adversely affected by the perception of unreliable gas
supplies left over from the end-use restrictions in the NGPA and the Fuel Use Act.22 This contention
was rejected by the New York State Department of Public Utilities; at the same time, the New York
Commission notes their legislative mandate to restrict industrial use of gas for up to four months in

16

Iowa Utility Board, p.2, Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, p. 4, Public Service Commission of
Nevada, p.5, Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, p.l, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, p.6,
and Public Utility Commission of Texas, p.2.
17

Northwest Natural Gas Company, p. 3. Central Illinois Public Service argues from a slightly different
vantage point. The tax exempt status and access to lower cost capital of rural electric co-operatives permit
electric co-ops to gain customers who otherwise would economically use natural gas, p. 4.
11

Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 21.

19

Western Resources, p.9, New York Gas Group, p.2.

30

Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, p.3, and American Gas Association, p. 10.

21

Independent Producers Association of Mountain States, p. 14.

22

Arkla, p. 2. These are part of the legacy of the Phillips decision which resulted in artificially low
wellhead price ceilings on gas dedicated to the interstate market in the 1960s and early 1970s.
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any calendar year if the commission finds there exists a shortage of gas:
These procedures for allocating gas resources are not "residual regulatory
practices" that act as "psychological market barriers" but rather allow for
appropriate protection of the public health and safety of New Yorkers.23
At the Federal Level. A large number of both distributors and state commissions cite several
aspects of FERC's recent Order No. 636 as a major impediment, which acts to decrease natural gas
consumption.34 This NOI asserted that Federal changes in natural gas policies, which move toward
a more competitive and efficient marketplace, are largely completed, and the focus now shifts to state
regulation. Many commentors argue that Federal regulation still needs substantial change. Some
aspects of Order 636 may unduly and unnecessarily inhibit LDC's from competing and impede
efficient use of natural gas.
More specifically, the distributor's options to move toward a more efficient natural gas industry
are impeded by 1) FERC's embracing of the Straight Fixed Variable rate design, 2) FERC's
requirement of 20 year contracts to hold capacity, 3) FERC's prohibitions limiting capacity brokering
and buy/sell transactions and limitations on prices that can be charged for traded capacity, and 4) rules
that facilitate uneconomic bypass.23 Objections are expressed that FERC has wrongly accepted
pricing rules of capacity without regard to statutory authority for rates being just and reasonable2*
and the Department should redirect its focus toward removing several remaining these Federal barriers
that have unwarranted risks being shifted downstream.27 Several comments took issue that FERC's
SFV furthered economic efficiency; they argue that SFV lessens throughput and removes pipeline

23

New York State Department of Public Service, Reply Comments, p.3. Somewhat similar comments is
found by Michigan Public Service Commission staff, p. 2-3.
24

New York Public Service Commission states that the SFV greatly inhibits the competitive market and
distorts transportation cost differences, p. 8, Illinois Commerce Commission, p. 10.
25

Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 11-14. United Distribution Companies contends that distributors need
greater flexibility in their choice of rate design and that die maximum duration of pipeline capacity contracts
be limited to three to five years, pp. 25-28. On the other hand, Western Resources finds that FERC's recent
decisions on rate design better reflects cost-causation, pp. 3-4
26

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, p . 3 . Also the Pennsylvania Commission notes that a system
established b y F E R C whereby an L D C must turn back its capacity to the pipeline for brokering is neither
efficient or reasonable, p . 17.
27

United Distribution Companies, p . 2 7 .
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incentives.28 Some parties cite that some customers may pay twice for pipeline capacity.29 Others
cite FERC's approval of construction based upon rolled-in pricing as non-competitive and unjust.30
Iowa Utilities Board questions the premise that the movement to increasing reliance upon
competition has increased economic efficiency. The creation of competition in isolated segments of
the industry may not lead to increased efficiency or lower costs. Competition is effective only if
alternative capacity can be selected for marginal use. In Iowa, under the SFV rate design, ninety
percent of revenue to pipelines will be gained irrespective of throughput; having seven to nine percent
of revenue exposed to risk provides a very light incentive to seek new business.
FERC's proposal that places constraints upon capacity release also came under fire.31
Brooklyn Union would like ability to release to their own end-users before the capacity can be bought
by someone outside Brooklyn Union's service area.

IV. COST ALLOCATION AND RATE DESIGN
Regulatory Objectives. Several parties indicate that states' objectives are multi-dimensional.
State commissions consider more factors than just maximizing efficiency or gas throughput.32-33
States statutes also specify various social and political agendas as basis for setting policy.

21

Washington State finds that S F V sends the wrong price signals, p . 3 . Iowa Utility Board also argues
that the S F V rate design discourages pipelines from expanding throughput and acts a s a barrier for interpipeline
competition, p . 3 .
29

Industrial Customers, p . 2 2 .

30

Washington State posits that rolled-in pricing for major capacity expansion b y existing pipelines sends
wrong price signals and stifles competition for potentially new pipeline entrant w h o has existing customers to
foist o n some o f the construction costs, p . 3 .
31

New York Public Service Commission, Reply Comments, p.5. Further, in N e w York, state regulatory
policy already provides incentives to use any unused capacity. LDCs can retain a portion o f the revenue
generated b y sales o f unused capacity.
32

Washington State correctly takes the NOI to task. The goal in Washington as well as in the National
Energy Strategy was not to maximize gas throughput o r consumption simply to increase jobs o r bolster the
economy, but rather t o favor the economical maximization o f natural gas, p . 1.
33

Wisconsin Distributor Group contends that it i s incorrect for anyone t o assume that there i s a consensus
among states that increased gas sales should b e the objective o f state energy policies, p . 5 . United Distribution
Companies identifies a n extensive list o f state social policies that exist besides the goals o f allocative and
productive efficiency, p . 2 3 . On the other hand, others argue that these social goals are best achieved through
regulatory policies that are also economic efficient. S e e : Industrial Consumers, pp. 17-19.
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Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities identifies four goals other than efficient pricing,
namely, simplicity, continuity, fairness, and earnings stability. One distributor indicates that rate
designs have not, to date, been focused on maximizing its ability to increase the natural gas markets
it serves, rather their public service commission's focus appears instead to be on minimizing rate
shock.34 Other parties note that rate design of gas distributors is one of the most prominent indirect
barriers to natural gas consumption. State regulators often utilize the rate design of the LDCs to foster
social needs with the effect of lessening total use of natural gas.3S
Rate Design Principles. There is widespread agreement that rates should start from a costbased basis.34 Cross-subsidies among customer classes work to the disadvantage of all because of
interfuel competition. Cross-subsidies among services are also harmful over time because those paying
the subsidy decrease their use and leave the fixed costs to be paid by others. Several parties state that
the margin for distributor transportation currently assigned to transportation customers may include
costs for services not associated with transportation.37
Many state commissions and LDCs expressed satisfaction in the ability to provide flexible rates
to maintain price-sensitive customers on system while maintaining protection for core
customers.38'39'40 Some parties sought flexible prices tied to alternate fuels as a benchmark. When
34
35

Atlanta Gas Light, p. 7.
Among others, see: Public Service Electric and Gas (New Jersey), p. 3-4.

36

The Fertilizer Institute, p. 12, UtiliCorp, p. 12. Iowa Utility Board similarly cites that efficient prices
are cost-based; flexibility away from cost-based only when competitive factors prevent full cost-based from
being recovered, p. 3. Brooklyn Union gives two examples of how the deviation from cost-based principles
generates lower welfare. First, residential space heating customers often subsidize rates for residential only
cooking customers. The result is that the distributor, because of too-high space heating rates, loses market for
space heating load. Second, industrial gas rates often contain subsidies for other customers and lack flexibility.
Competitors are unregulated that gas competes against and gain market share that could be gas, pp. 5-6.
37

Marketing Group cites several of the services that distributors undertake such as nomination and
balancing, administrative cost in acquiring gas purchases and pipeline capacity, storage that many transportation
customers make no use. Yet, these costs often make up the "margin" that is applied equally to both sales and
transportation customers of the gas distributor, p. 9.
31

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission cites their actions which provide certain customers with flexible
rates after the cost-of-service methodology is first employed. The regulations do not specify a floor;
transportation service should be provided under terms which minimize the shifting of costs to retail customers,
p. 10. The PaPUC also contends that efficient pricing does not reduce the need for DSM, because the goal of
DSM is to reduce consumption and improve environmental impact, p. 11.
39

Tenneco Gas would lessen or eliminate regulation for markets in which customers have alternatives.
Unbundling facilitates efficient pricing and permits gas to compete with non-regulated fuels. Rates should be
subject to price caps set at the price of alternate fuels. Interfuel competition would then be relied upon to lessen
cross-subsidies, pp. 5-6.
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gas is in competition with alternative fuels which are not regulated, then even greater flexibility in
rates are needed.41 Cost-based rates are not enough. Some distributors seek greater ability to
bifurcate their gas markets besides gaining flexible rates.42 Finally, Consolidated Natural Gas goes
one step further and argues that to the extent that interfuel competition has so greatly minimized or
eliminated the LDC's ability to act as a natural monopoly, the need for pervasive rate regulation at
the state level and the distributor's service obligations should be eliminated.43
Only a few parties identified how fixed and variable costs should be allocated among customers
in determining cost-based rates; some parties argue that there is no rate principle that determines the
above on a generic basis.44 Those parties that did comment in detail of the best cost allocation
mechanism subscribe to some version of margin cost pricing.43 These cost allocations range from
establishing prices at the long-run marginal cost of service,46 to the short-run marginal cost,47 to

40

Northern Illinois G a s (NI-Gas), among others, argues that they n o w have revenue neutral rates that are
filly cost-based and responsive with extensive unbundling and thus efficient rates. Efficient pricing lessens the
need for D S M except that it may b e part o f state mandated "least-cost planning," p p . 6 - 7 .
41

Utilicorp United seeks flexibility in pricing to parallel that o f their competition from unregulated fuels,
p. 12. .
42

Northeast G a s Markets, Inc. argues that because L D C s must n o w negotiate to gain best rates from
pipelines and customers can n o w bypass, state commissions need to allow distributors to price within rate bands
to achieve the most efficient utilization o f natural gas and its related infrastructure t o its various segments o f
the market, p p . 4 - 5 . Brooklyn Union would like to allocate certain supplies to certain markets and offer tailored
services with the terms individually negotiated, p . 5 .
43

Consolidated Natural, p . 9 . American Gas Association notes that a number o f states has industrial g a s
sales that are not regulated b y the state commission, p . 1 1 . Cincinnati Gas and Electric also indicates that when
there is a competitive environment, cost-of-service principles could b e abandoned, p . 4 .
44

Indiana Utility Regulatory, p . 4 . Arkla posits that there is n o single "correct" method for the allocation
of joint costs among customer classes, nor can there b e , p . 3 .
45

Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, p. 2, Pacific Gas and Electric, p.3, Niagara Mohawk, p.4,
and Rochester Gas and Electric who also cites that marginal cost pricing would eliminate the commersuate need
for compensating DSM policies, but marginal cost pricing is unlikely, p.S.
48

Industrial Consumers cites as a positive move California Public Utility Commission's focus upon longrun marginal cost, p. 18.
47

American Gas Association, p. 11-12. AGA cites from its Gas Rates Fundamentals. 4th Edition. Efficient
pricing results in an optimal allocation of resources and would set prices based upon short-run marginal costs.
Prices would then be scaled up or down to match the utility's revenue requirement. This scaling can be on a
pro rata basis or inversely proportional to customer groups demand elasticities.
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the use of Ramsey Pricing rules.4* Others did not seek Ramsey Pricing, but rather multi-part
rates. 4950 The latter argue that if state or Federal regulators move to marginal cost pricing, the
regulator still faces achieving the utility's revenue requirement. Thus, regulators should consider
implementing multi-tier rates and regulatory structures which provide customers with choices on
reliability, competitiveness, and pricing structure.
There was a major split on whether efficient prices lessens the need for demand side
management programs. This is discussed in Section XVI on Integrated Resource Planning. There was
broad consensus that efficient pricing lessens by-pass. Yet, some bypass is uneconomic and is not
caused by inefficient pricing at the local level. Rather bypass may unduly be facilitated with FERC's
Order 544, when customers can escape state and local taxes, and when FERC permits customers to
escape pipeline demand and transitional costs.
Most commentators found that seasonal variation in rates were desirable given seasonal
variation in use of distribution and pipeline capacity.51 The practice of billing pipeline costs by the
distributor in a 12 month rolling-average was considered to result in poor price signals. Yet, the
National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates places a caveat into this general finding.
NASUCA notes that their experience is that LDCs always will add capacity to meet any prospective
demand. Thus, rationing at the local level is a non-entity. Interruptible service by LDCs is only
distinguished by the use of interruptible pipeline capacity, not distribution capacity.
Rates To Recover Order 636's Transition Costs. All parties found the allocation of transition
costs difficult, and many proposed schemes that left themselves harmless. Most distributors cite that
the mechanism must be such that they can recover 100% of these costs. Several producers however
considered that even the shareholders of distribution companies should not be spared. Because
distributors use largely a volumetric rate design, some groups contend that transition costs should be

41

Natural Gas Supply Association, p. 20.

49

Atlanta Gas Light seeks competitive rates in which there are two or three parts with the variable
component set close to the distributor's short-run marginal cost, p. 8. Washington State cautions against high
demand charges in multi-tier rates. Capacity costs should only partially be recovered in demand related charges.
The LDC's systems would not have been built as they have been had it not been for the anticipated revenues
from all customers sharing in the costs of the system, p. 6.
30

Wisconsin Distributor Group argues, first, that competition also takes place in the price to reserve
capacity. High demand charges in multi-tier rate structures can over-price what some customers are willing to
pay to reserve capacity, pp. 22-23. Second, state commissions should ensure that distributor's rates are
designed such that distributors can compete for loads where competition exists, p. 25.
31

Taking issue with the idea that off-season prices should only collect variable costs was Washington State.
They noted that various conservation investments (low-flow showerhead, insulation, water and space heaters)
are more efficient than even off-peak cost of natural gas. It is wrong to misprice gas that would negate these
conservation expenditures, p.6.
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spread upon all customers.52 If a customer seeks to bypass the distributor because of this add-on
charge, then the transition cost responsibility should go back to the pipeline.
Atlanta Gas Light notes that there is no good place to put the transition costs since in each
sector gas is in competition with other fuels and higher gas prices in all sectors will result in lost of
load.53 If these costs are placed upon the residential customer, natural gas rates will exceed
residential electric rates. Thus, Atlanta makes the proposal that because pipeline interruptible
throughput has been the major beneficiary of FERC's past Orders, this service is a more logical place
to place the new transition costs. Tenneco counters that these transitional costs should be assigned
in a inverse proportion to customers' demand elasticities. UtiliCorp simply wants the flexibility to
pass on the transition costs such that UtiliCorp's services remain competitive and not encourage cost
avoidance through bypass.54

V. UNBUNDLING SERVICES
Conflicting responses are evident. Many distributors and state commissions indicate the
availability of non-discriminatory open access at the state level through gas distributors to the
customer' burner-tip is one of the significant changes in the natural gas industry.55 Yet, others view
transportation access from wellhead to burner-tip as an still unresolved issue.56 The Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities states customers of its LDCs can obtain unbundled firm and
interruptible transportation services, with optional back-up supply services. At the same time, the
LDC is typically still considered the sole agent for core customers.57 Unbundling for the core
customers may be limited due to minimum volume hurdles and to metering costs. The result may be
high distribution transportation charges that effectively preclude access by smaller customers.
52

United Distribution Companies, p . 3 2 , Rochester Gas and Electric, p . 5 , Wisconsin Distributor Group,
p. 2 6 , but the Independent Petroleum Association o f America claims that any form o f volumetric recovery o f
transition costs would tend t o distort current gas markets, p.S.
53

Atlanta Gas Light, p . 1 0 .

* Utilicorp United seeks a manner to pass through o f pipeline charges without redirecting them to certain
classes o f customers that can gain competitive non-regulated services, p . 14.
33

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, p. 13.

16

Canadian Association o f Petroleum Producers states "A major challenging facing the natural gas industry
is t o ensure state regulators embrace the concept that transportation regulation compatible with federal
structures..." p . 6 .
57

Massachusetts Department o f Public Utilities, p . 4 , p . 7 . UtiliCorp questions whether unbundling can
be effective at the residential level, p. IS. Independent Petroleum Association o f America sees the need for the
distributor to unbundle its services but because o f transaction costs perceives there may not be extended to all
customers, p.6.
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This split among parties in how far access should be carried often could be group by which
stage in the industry the commentator was. Typically, state public utility commissions and gas
distributors were pleased with how the gas distribution system has been fundamentally changed since
Order 436 in 1985 to provide the transportation alternative specifically for large, price-sensitive
customers.1* Many cite the very large volumes of gas that distributors now transport. The
distributor's service obligation to these transportation customers has changed. Reliability is being
priced with alternative levels of back-up services being provided, each at a charge.
Distributors typically consider that access to smaller customers would result in adverse
consequences. These include 1) the administrative costs for smaller customers are high, 2) smaller
customers may make poor decisions and use interruptible transmission or spot gas supplies, 3) the
distributors planning costs would be increased. Access, thus, translates into higher transaction
costs.59-60 Often cited was the lack of purchasing sophistication possessed by small customers and
their lack of desire to purchase unbundled gas services; it was not discussed whether there could be
bonded agents from whom these smaller customers could intelligently choose.61 Further, many
perceived that unbundling and access to the core market presents no advantage and hence serves no
purpose.62
On the other hand, gas merchants, some producers and consumer groups and some state
commissions argued that access must now be extended to all customer groups.63*64 Entrade and

* United Distribution Companies states that for most states, the transition to unbundled LDC sales and
transportation is largely complete, p. 32.
39

Among others, see: Atlanta Gas Light, p. 11, Cincinnati Gas and Electric, p. 5, Consolidated Natural,
p. 10, and ARCO who champions unbundling primarily for the non-core customers, p. 13.
* Iowa Utilities Board believes "this system is fully capable of allowing competitive supply to smaller
customers," p. 5. The IUB states that the benefits of competition do not reach most customers largely because
of rate policies.
61

Washington State questions whether unbundled transportation service has not been an incentive policy
for industrial users in disguise, p. 8, and while all distributors offer unbundled transportation, the core
customers of their LDC's have "no alternative suppliers," p. 10.
42

Among others, see: Cincinnati Gas and Electric, p. 5, Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 26, Atlanta gas
Light perceives adverse consequences if unbundling is carried all the way to smaller customers, pp. 11-12.
63
64

Among others, see: Iowa Utilities Board, p. 5, Natural gas Supply Association, p. 25.

On the other hand, a consumer group, The National Association o f State Utility Consumer Advocates,
sees the additional services ripe for unbundling as being extremely limited and the continued need for the L D C
to provide bundled sales service for captive consumers, p . 18. Additional unbundling may degrade the level
o f service provided t o customers requiring reliable firm service.
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the Producer-Marketer Transportation Group are particularly vocal that the threshold issue involves
access and how it is priced:
We view access for customers (including residential and commercial
customers) behind LDCs as the threshold question. Only competition from
the wellhead to the burner-tip, which allows proper transmission of price
signals, can provide adequate gas supplies at reasonable price.65
Others make this same point. For example, Citizens National Gas Company posits that as a
general principle, unbundling of LDC services is the central and primary step necessary to allow
benefits to pass through to all natural gas users; thus, giving the residential customer not only the
direct cost benefits of a competitive natural gas marketplace but also the indirect benefit that reduced
energy costs have on the local and national economies.66 Others stressed that the only manner in
which the gas market can match the variety of customer preferences is through access to all customers
to numerous merchants offering a variety of gas portfolios.67
An additional benefit of total open access is that it would reduce the potential for regulatory
second guessing on contracting,** Those commentators who sought access to all customers also
considered that the gas commodity cost at the burner-tip could be deregulated.69 Also, the merchant
that the retail customer selected would become responsible for contracting for pipeline capacity and
storage and no-notice back-up supplies if necessary.
There was widespread agreement that the transportation option should not result in any crosssubsidies with the LDC's traditional sales services. Yet, agreement on what constituted cross-subsidies
was less agreed. Producers and marketers argue that the charge for transportation by distributors
includes charges for non-associated services. Others argue that transportation customers leave other
customers with costs that these customers no not require. For example, Public Service Electric and
Gas argues that unless the LDC can shed a commensurate amount of sales and pipeline capacity when
customers elect unbundled transportation service and the LDC's obligation to serve becomes limited,
unbundling may result in inequitable treatment among customers. Northern Illinois Gas argues that
these occurs when FERC permits bypass that results in fixed transition costs still being charged to the
distributor.

a

Producer-Marketer Transportation Group, p.5-6.

66

Citizens National Gas Company, p . 2 .

67

Among others, see: Natural Gas Supply Association. Among the efficiency improvements resulting
from increased flexibility is best reflecting the price-risk the consumer is willing to accept, p . 2 5 .
M

Natural Gas Supply Association, p . 25.

" Niagara Mohawk, p.5.
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Similarly, there was widespread agreement that the LDC's service obligation should be changed
for those customers availing themselves of transportation, and possibly the LDC need not have to serve
this load in the future upon demand.70 Some parties argue that even if the service obligation was
altered for all customers who leave, it would be politically indefensible to hold smaller customers
accountable to the choice they made. If not accountable, this reasoning provides a rationale why the
services for some customers should not be unbundled and why these customers are not provided
choice.71 Peoples Gas may best express this concern:
It would be exceptionally difficult legally, morally or physically to cut
off service to a [residential] customer taking gas in excess of the level to
which it is entitled.72

VI. PRUDENCE REVIEWS AND CONTRACTING
The comments reveal considerable transition and learning process by state commissions is being
undertaken and a willingness to consider new manners by which consumers can gain just and
reasonable rates with the reliability sought. Accordingly, there was considerable diversity not only
with how states should determine proper gas supply costs but also how states should review pipeline
contracts and their release into the developing secondary market. The responses on gas supply
comments will be summarized first.
Gas Supply Contracts. Several parties suggest that all types of prudence review may work and
need not be a barrier to an efficient natural gas industry if implemented rationally.73-74 Several

70

Massachusetts Department o f Public Utility stated that changing the service obligation w a s easy but
determining whether the transportation customer can c o m e back t o the L D C ' s supply portfolio is arduous and
not easily determined, p . 4 .
71

Canadian Association o f Petroleum Producers indicates that the social restriction that limits curtailing
natural gas service places a boundary on the deregulation process because certain customers are unable to accept
the risks associated with their market decisions, p . 7 .
72

Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas, p . 27.

73

Michigan Consolidated states that it operates find under a prudence process that has both pre-review,
then with rates based upon projected costs and finally with post-review and reconciliation. Thus, cost,
reliability, and accessibility are discussed and resolved. T h e Michigan Commission has shown its commitment
to the value o f supply security for the core customer, a value that is more important than absolute cost
minimization, p. 10.
74

NI-Gas finds neither before the fact or after the fact a barrier as long as "even-handed conduct o f the
reviews, including assurance that L D C purchasing decisions will not b e judged b y P U C s o n the basis o f
hindsight," p p . 1-11, Rochester Gas and Electric, p . 6 , Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, pp. 15-16,
Iowa Utilities Board, p . 6 , Northeast Gas Markets, p . 6 , Brooklyn Union sees no inherent problem with afterthe-fact as long as state P U C recognizes the obligation to balance price with reliability considerations. Before-
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distributors find no fault with current state policies which use after-the-fact reviews.73 At the same
time, there was wide agreement that distributor fear of the state regulator's use of hindsight to judge
prudence on an after-the-fact basis. This uncertainty has lead the distributor to place greater emphasis
on spot market transactions and least-cost contracting in recent years and place less emphasis upon
reliability concerns.76 Federal policies may be chilled by such after-the-fact prudence reviews:77
Purchasing practice reviews as they now stand, tend to promote very
conservative decisions on the part of LDCs. The process promotes a
situation where LDCs focus more on avoiding cost disallowances and/or
incurring penalties rather than taking risks and encouraging innovations.7*
After-the-fact prudence reviews also were cited as making no sense under current market
conditions wherein distributors must be able to react quickly and must have sufficient flexibility to
lock-in gas supplies for extended periods without hindsight reviews.79 Yet, Peoples Gas states that
any prudence review process has its negative dimensions.
State prudence reviews — whether before- or after-the-fact —inhibit LDCs'
gas supply and capacity purchasing and contracting decisions, which could
affect the operation of the natural wellhead market.10
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America perceives that after-the-fact investigations of
natural gas purchasing practices could inhibit LDCs from signing long-term contracts." INGAA

the-fact may present problems with timely decisions in a changing market, p. 8.
75

Baltimore Gas and Electric, p.S, Louisville Gas and Electric, p . , and South Jersey Gas, p.4.

76

Atlanta Gas Light, p. 13, Public Service Electric and Gas, p. 12, and Permian Basin Petroleum
Association, p . l . Similarly, UtiliCorp finds that after-the-fact prudence reviews by state PUCs have not been
an affective means of encouraging innovation or stimulating consumption, p. 19. Finally, Washington State
notes that LDCs have historically tried to minimize risk, rather than cost, p. 9.
77

Prudence reviews should refrain from "Monday quarterbacking," Permain Basin Petroleum Association,
p. 1. American Gas Association notes that pure "Monday-morning quarterbacking" in inconsistent with the
intent and purpose of prudence reviews. A movement to general before-the-fact guidelines would lessen this
tendency or fear, p. 14.
71

UtiliCorp United, p.24.

79

United Distribution Companies, p. 10.

K

Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas, p.31.

" Interstate Natural Gas Association of America, pp. 3-4. Most producer groups also made this same
point, see: Mitchell, p. 4, Apache, p. 4, Independent Petroleum Association of America, p.7, and Association
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posits that this inhibition would be counter to one goal of Order No. 636 which sought to increase
competition and support long-term gas supply contracts. Several parties state that if competition can
exist, then the time is ripe to consider ending regulation.12 There is a linkage in the choice of
prudence review and the state regulatory policy which grants access to customers:
An additional benefit of such unbundling of LDC merchant and transport
services is that the LDC's own gas supply portfolio will be subject to a
market test. To the extent that the LDC's customers can choose between
a portfolio managed by the LDC and alternative supply options, no
customer is captive. PUCs can substitute a "market test" for timeconsuming prudence reviews.*3
General before-the-fact guidelines on what constituted reasonable price, degree of price
stability, and diversity of supply sources in light of reliability concerns that are jointly determined
receives many favorable comments.**" General before-the-fact guidelines are part of least-cost
planning process in many states. On the other hand, micromanagement by state commissions in the

of Texas Intrastate Natural Gas Pipelines, p. 4.
12

American Gas Association, p. IS. Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers argues mat the
dominance of state regulatory oversight affects gas distributors' purchasing strategies and provides the regulator
with ability to impose short-term "market" outcomes that pose longer-term damage and create structures which
prevent true efficiencies from being pursued. Thus, the bias must be away from prudence oversight toward a
market-based approach, pp. 8-10.
° Enron Gas Services, p. IS.
** Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, p. S, Natural Gas Supply Association, p. 27, Michigan
Public Service Commission, p. S, Independent Petroleum Association of America, p. 7. Also, UtiliCorp United
argues strongly for the benefits of forward looking with advanced planning (establish objectives and appropriate
criteria) is much preferred. These criteria are best determined by those most familiar with the diverse needs
and interests of customers. Tenneco states that LDC's have been in a "Catch-22s" if either their long-term
contract prices were higher than the spot market or spot prices were higher than contract prices. Divergence
from spot does not imply imprudence. Long-term contracts provide appropriate reliability to LDCs core
customers, p. 9. Before the fact standards give comfort and can encourage more aggressive marketing. Texas
Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association perceives front-end prudence reviews would better
permit the type of gas contracts to be signed that would let gas capture new markets currently gained by coal,
p. 3.
K

Iowa Utility Board perceives that the development of general policy guidelines before-the-fact reviews
do not impede efficient contracting. Iowa attempts not to intrude into management functions and timely
decisions. But Iowa goes further in their comments and identifies five criterion that if achieved could permit
the regulator to defer to incentives and end all regulatory reviews of purchasing strategy, p. 7. Iowa's criterion
requires quantification of the trade the customer has with respect to price stability and price. With access, even
this determination could be deferred to the market.
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use of before-the-fact reviews was uniformly found unworkable.16
Alternatively, the United
Distribution Companies posits that if state regulators develop new "fraud and abuse" standards to cover
purchasing practices, LDCs would have greater management control over gaining best priced and
reliable supplies.
There was a mixed response as to whether incentive mechanisms can be developed for gas
supply. One party asked for a combination of greater assurance along with incentives.*7 Some
parties argue that because gas purchasing is competitive, it is outside the control of the LDC and hence
not acceptable to incentive mechanisms.** Peoples Gas notes that incentives can't work for gas
purchasing because the unique effect of weather patterns; this is contrasted to the cost of pipe or cost
of labor which are under the LDC's control.*9 On the other hand, Massachusetts Department of
Public Utilities perceives that a well-designed incentive rate mechanism may be able to serve the same
function as a supply review, that is, substitute for market forces in a monopolistic situation.90 The
Iowa Utility Board contends that incentive mechanism has the potential to replace or limit the scope
of prudence review when five standards are met.91
The achievement of the prudent gas supply portfolio engender some discussion of the use of
financial futures. While it was universal that LDCs should not speculate as part of the regulated

w

Consolidated Natural p. 12. Northeast Gas Markets addresses this issue from a slightly different vantage
point. NEGM perceives that prudence reviews can pose barriers; NEGM specifically addressed the issue of
whether States should second guess imports which were subject to federal proceedings. Northeast Gas Markets
argues that "Once an incremental gas supply or new capacity program has been approved by the appropriate
federal agencies, the state's ability to undertake its own review should be limited to issues of purely local
concern.
r

Wisconsin Distributor Group argues that because of the greater need for LDCs to gain reliable supplies,
there is also greater need for clear incentives and assurances from the state PUCs that LDC expenditures will
be recoverable. If not, gas distributors will seek out the lowest prices, not necessarily the reliable necessary.
** Pennsylvania Commission perceives that Incentive Rate Mechanisms do not provide degree of ratepayer
protection that traditional prudence reviews achieve.
* Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas, p. 37,
90

Similarly, United Distribution Companies see incentive rate policies used as a means to stimulate
innovation in LDC gas purchasing practices, p. 34.
91

Iowa Utility Board would devise incentives in which 1) customer interests are accurately identified, 2)
incentive is based upon measurable determinant, 3) determinant relates to customers' interests, 4) balance is
gained between the utility's interests and customers, and 5) determinant is within the utility's control, p.7.
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service, there was also concern that some hedging and some financial futures strategies that lessen risk
should be allowed in prudence reviews.92
Pipeline Capacity Contracting. With Order 636, the LDC gains greater alternatives in the
manner it can purchase and release capacity, though arguably with greater limits than many
distributors seek.93 Prudence inquiries can become more encompassing.94 States regulators need
new manners to judge the appropriateness of pipeline contracts, release of capacity under contract, and
the price paid for capacity and price gained from resale.93 Most distributors cite that their new
ability to resell pipeline capacity should increase efficiency. Brooklyn Union argues that this should
be lightly regulated and give maximum flexibility (price, duration, recall rights, etc.) to the LDC along
with some incentives from their activities.
Order 636 may force distributors to hold capacity contracts to serve their core customers that
result in significant higher costs. Iowa Utility Board perceives that the restrictions upon the secondary
market such as the posting requirements will lessen efficiency. Tenneco states that the flexibility
offered by brokering should encourage risk-taking and market based pricing which in turn will give
the signals necessary to expand or reduce capacity.
Wisconsin forbids the recovery of non-purely gas costs in the purchase gas adjustment. That
is, certain propane arrangements are treated differently than pipeline demand costs. This alters the
gas distributors risk exposure and accordingly distributors may seek to meet peak day demand through
pipeline capacity rather than local peaking facilities. This non-neutral regulatory policy may result
in higher customer prices.96
UtiliCorp argues that adopting capacity brokering and negotiation will not necessarily affect
or improve pipeline throughput but cause a shift who holds capacity.97 The effect upon prices paid

92

UtiliCorp United argues that hedging, as opposed to speculating, can serve customers' objectives, p . 2 9 .
The public utility commission thus as part o f its forward prudence reviews identify the rules o f the road such
that prudent hedging expenses can b e passed through in customer rates. U s e o f these markets and instruments
that follow standard business practices should b e acceptable b y LDCs.
93

Niagara M o h a w k like others argues that an unconstrained secondary market i n pipeline capacity would
play an important role in creating benefits, particularly in contracting for peak needs, p . 9 . Piedmont Natural
Gas posits that Order N o , 6 3 6 h a s placed s o many restrictions o n capacity brokering and negotiation that little
to no benefit may be derived, p. 10.
M

Pennsylvania PUC notes that with Order 636 it has increased review responsibility, not just gas supply
costs, but for pipeline capacity and storage decisions made by the LDC, p. 3.
95

Industrial Consumers, p p . 27-28.

96

Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 3 4 .

97

UtiliCorp United, p. 23.
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for capacity is an unknown. Finally, FERC's capacity release mechanism is perceived time consuming
and counterproductive. It is made worse by the SFV rate design and the absence of pipeline
incentives.91

VH. LONG-TERM CONTRACTS
The perception that the duration of the wellhead contract for natural gas is of fundamental
importance is fading. Many state commissions and gas distributors perceive that regulatory policy
should give maximum flexibility to negotiate those terms perceived most beneficial, which includes
long-term contracts.99 Illinois Commerce Commission states "Long-term contracts should be neither
required or proscribed..."100 Still, regulators perceive that all gas supply contracts signed should
be able to withstand future regulatory review.
A few commentators still associate long-term contracts with greater supply reliability.101
Michigan Public Service Commission recognizes that the supply reliability of long-term contracts may
in some instances justify paying a somewhat higher price than the spot-market price. Though the
Illinois Commission states that long-term contracts offer no particular advantage in assuring peakperiod supply availability. Indiana Public Service Commission notes that long-term fixed priced
contracts may have least supply reliability if market prices vary significantly from the contract price
as the result is often non-performance. Peoples Gas contends that if an LDC is successful in locking
in a favorable long-term price, this is harmful to producers who then won't have the income to drill.
This result may cause states to enact prorationing. In the long-run, the industry better served by
contracts that reflect market prices. Others argue that both consumers and producers may value the
risk protection implied in a long-term contract and the value of minimizing perceived risk.
A portfolio of gas contracts containing diverse but market-based terms appeared to balance both
concerns for least-cost and reliability gains widespread acceptance.102 PSE&G states "The key to

" Public Service Electric and Gas (New Jersey), p. 10.
w

Among the state commissions making this argument are Nevada, p. 10, Indiana, p. 9, Missouri, p. 12,
and Pennsylvania, p. 17. Producers also contend they require the ability to sign long-term contracts. These
contracts can be essential to the industry's health. See: Independent Petroleum Association of America, p. 8
and Appache, p. 5.
100

Illinois Commerce Commission, p. 19.

101

Cincinnati Gas and Electric, p.7, Delta Natural Gas posits that core customers must be served by firm
supplies, with natural gas reserves committed on a longer-term basis than most short-term purchases, p. 2.
102

Iowa Utilities Board, p . 8 , Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, p . 1 7 , and N I - G a s , p . 1 1 . NI-Gas
notes that it seeks a portfolio of contracts having diverse terms and market sensitive pricing arrangements. NIGas seeks not to speculate on long-term prices by locking in below market prices.
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any purchasing program is diversification."103 Baltimore Gas and Electric states that the proper
purchasing strategy is to minimize costs while maintaining supply reliability, rather than strict leastcost. Long-term contracts play a vital role in an LDC's gas supply portfolio:
Long-term contracts provide a greater degree of supply certainty and price
stability since they do not have to be secured for every thirty-day period
and since they tend to be based on firm transportation capacity. Long-term
contracts also promote flexibility in varying the levels of gas purchases to
accommodate swings in demand. Long-term contracts give producer some
assurance of a market for its gas production and assists the producer in
securing financing.104
The issue is then one of price risk and hopefully the regulator's willingness to accept risk will
somehow reflect the willingness of the regulator's customer constituency at accept risk.105 For more
risk adverse customers, utilities should be allowed to pay higher price premiums for up-front insurance
against price fluctuations. It is the diverse preferences of customers for price risk or supply risk that
leads some commentators to argue that customers should be given the choice of gas supply portfolios.
Only when customers gain choice will the market become the arbiter in deciding term length and
pricing provisions.106 If regulator limit or specify the length, then consumers are more apt to be
artificially exposed to price spikes and non-performance.
Risk management of prices to even out price fluctuations is a proper utility function but
speculation on energy prices is not.107 The Nevada Commission contends that core customers are
paying for the distributor's expertise in gaining a supply portfolio which contains little price risk.
Both the Nevada and Indiana Commissions note that hedging may be appropriate strategy by the gas
distributor. Nevada Commission identifies a specific rule: "LDCs should not pay a greater amount
to reduce price volatility than investors would pay to reduce profit volatility.10*" Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities perceives that core customers have a right to expect reasonable price
stability, and hence Massachusetts perceives that it may be proper for gas companies to lock in fixed
price long-term contracts.

103

Public Service Gas and Electric (New Jersey), p. 12.

104

Baltimore Gas and Electric, p.7.

105

Illinois Commerce Commission, p. 20.

m

TennecoGas, p. 11.

107

Michigan Public Service Commission staff, p. 7.

IM

Public Service Commission of Nevada, p. 11.
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INGAA perceives that hedging mechanisms should be regarded by regulators as tools to
enhance the efficiency of LDC purchasing and sales strategies. UtiliCorp elaborates on usual business
risk as opposed to unusual which would embody speculation:
The market has grown by leaps and bounds with regard to the use of
financial instruments. Hedging techniques are readily available to all
participants in the gas market, including LDCs. Techniques using such
tools as futures contracts and natural gas options, may provide the means
to minimize or eliminate the negative effects of certain moves in the
market. Once again, if the LDC and PUC have worked together, use of
such financial instruments will be part cf the decision-making process used
by the LDC, and allowable as one of the costs of doing business in today's
market.109
UtiliCorp finds that markets have become more short-term oriented because of competitive
pressures. But gas producers have been unwilling to lessen price uncertainty by entering into longterm contracts to compete against coal for long-term markets. Current policies at some commissions
are likely biased toward shorter-term contracts. A neutral policy could lead to greater gas
utilization.110 Northeast Gas Markets (NEGM) argues that if the buyer pays a artificially high price
because it is long-term, then the length and/or its pricing terms will serve as a barrier to increased
natural gas utilization. NEGM still finds long-term gas supply contracts essential to meet the needs
of current and future captive firm customers, thus, a portfolio of contracts with market sensitive prices
is recommended.
Brooklyn Union argues as long as parties as free to enter into the terms they wish, then ihe
length of the contract poses no barrier. The stress of regulators for the distributor to be least-cost over
other criteria affects the length of the contracts signed but also an undue stress upon reliability also
affects the length of contracts. Core customers are best protected when the LDC can exercise its own
judgment.
Wisconsin Distributor Group perceives that it is far from clear that financing capital intensive
projects can be sustained by reliance upon spot gas. Without longer-term contracts, potential gas use
by IPP's and cogenerators may not materialize. United Distribution Companies cites prior Department
of Energy testimony that longer-term contracts are an essential ingredient to the creation of greater
stability in the production segment and permit a steady stream of capital, thus, assisting orderly
exploration and development of new reserves.111

109

Utilicorp United, p. 29.

110

UtiliCorp United, p. 27.

111

United Distribution Companies, p. 11.

Vffl. INCENTIVE REGULATION
Traditional regulation is cited as resulting in firms minimizing their risk, rather than seeking
best-cost sendee.112 Yet, incentive regulation may also lead to other biases and may unduly reward
the utilities rather than the customers.113 Iowa Utility Board perceives that it is very difficult to
devise the best incentives.114 Others cite the difficulty in determining incentives non a generic
basis.1" Some perceive that IRMs work best when applied to specific targets.116
Many commentators envision an incentive mechanism yielding positive results;117 traditional
regulation did not do enough to compensate utilities to seek new markets. Traditional regulation has
some outright disincentives such as lack of full recovery of promotional expenses. But many also said
incentives must be tailored to individual utilities.11' There were diverse opinion on whether

112

113

Washington State, p. 9, Michigan Public Service Commission staff, p. 7.
Industrial Consumers, p. 29, and National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates, pp. 22-23.

114

Iowa Utility Board perceives that these are hard to devise because of the political and legal system which
must give their birth; and legislators typically don't make changes toward competition, pp. 8-9.
115

United Distribution Companies, p. 34. Brooklyn Union states that incentives may work but incentive
mechanisms may take many forms, thus it is the specific proposal that must be commented, p. 10.
116

Washington State posits that incentive mechanisms must refer to "real efficiencies" thus must know a
reasonable spectrum of efficient costs, p. 9. UtiliCorp United states that IRMs should be structured to achieve
specific actions such as operating costs, expanding service options, enhancing quality. Reward actions that
lower costs and/or improve service. IRMs must be shown to be superior and produce win-win result. There
should be a demonstrable link between financial rewards to LDC and customer benefits, p.31, p.33.
117

New Jersey Board of Regulatory Commissioners, p. 3. Brooklyn Union states that traditional regulation
can reduce die incentive for a utility to operate in die most efficient manner by reducing the options available
...and by providing no upside reward to take prudent risk, p. 9. Michigan Consolidated posits that traditional
ratemaking gives insufficient incentives to operate in the most efficient manner, p. 13. Incentives should place
limits on prices rather than profit. O&M indexing system has been in place at Michigan Consolidated since late
1970s. Incentive regulation is DSU an adequate or desirable alternative to gas cost regulations. Incentive
regulation generally aims to encourage the adoption of effective utility actions designs to benefit both the utility
and its customers. Cost control should only be applied to specific aspects that are under management's control.

111

Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas, pp. 40-41, Consolidated Natural, pp. 13-14, and Oklahoma Natural
Gas, p. 5. United Distribution Companies parallels this reasoning when noting that incentive regulation can
lead to greater efficiencies, but impossible to address in a generic federal setting, p 34.
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incentive schemes should be broad or narrow.119
Some parties perceive that many incentives
schemes have a checkered history and have not lasted but been revised or abandoned.120 Indiana
Public Service Commission questions whether incentive rates have lead to favorable results in the
telecommunication industry. Nevada Utility Commission argues that increased gas use will result from
greater attention to marketing in the corporate board rooms, only slightly due to incentive rate
structures.
Some groups consider that deregulation may be preferable to incentive rates,121 and others
argue that incentive regulation is not a half-way house on the path to deregulation.122 Rather
incentives are desirable only in those markets that will not be subject to competitive forces.
A significant number of the comments still held that traditional regulation is superior to
incentive rate proposals.123 UtiliCorp states that traditional state regulation does not diminish the
incentive for a utility to operate in the most efficient manner. At the same time, UtiliCorp also states
that if incentive rates are structured properly, incentive regulation will enhance operational
efficiency.124 Some parties assert that state statutes do not permit an incentive rate mechanism or
deregulation.125 The movement to the use of incentive rates is now pending before several state
commissions.
Texas Gas expresses a negative result that may be associated with incentive schemes, namely,
the gas industry will decrease expenditures on research and development because incentive mechanisms

119

The positions varied from those who argue that incentive mechanisms should be narrowly defined tied
to specific aspects of a utility's operation that can be effectively controlled by the utility. New York Public
Service Commission cites on p. 14 of their Reply Comments the recommendation of their Gas Incentive Task
Force which concluded that "broad incentive measures are preferable to specific performance incentives as they
give management the most discretion in balancing numerous factors." Niagara Mohawk recommends a similar
broad measures, p. 11.
130

Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 36.

121

Illinois Commerce Commission, p. 22.

122

Columbia Gas Distribution Companies, p. 11, Natural Gas Supply Association, p. 42, and Ensearch,
p. 4. The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America notes that the increase in competition because of the
restructuring contemplated by FERC may lessen the applicability of incentive regulations, p. 5.
123

Louisville Gas and Electric, p. 3. Wisconsin Distributor Group finds traditional regulation yielding
incentives, p. 36. Cincinnati Gas and Electric cites that traditional regulation's hammer induces incentives, p.8.
124

125

UtiliCorp United, p. 30.

NI-Gas cites the Illinois Public Utilities Act which constrains the ability of the Illinois Commerce
Commission to lessen or eliminate regulation of workable competitive utility services, p. 13. Michigan Public
Service Commission staff notes this same limitation, p. 13.

will induce firms to over-emphasis the short-run relative to future gains. Wisconsin Distributor Group
states that even with IRMs, state commissions would still have prudence reviews.126 Wisconsin
Distributor Group also argues to key to incentive-based, flexible program is the ability to bifurcate
customer markets and to target markets to provide services that the particular submarkets need, the
ability to set up subsidiaries to perform all or a portion of the services, the ability to broker or trade
capacity, and the ability to market gas and services wherever there is a customer. A fear associated
with incentive mechanisms is often not that they cannot improve the process, but rather whether they
will last overtime.

IX. COMBINATION GAS AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Another issue that requires examination in investigating the market penetration of natural gas
is whether market penetration is affected where the same utility provides both gas service and electric
service. Specifically, questions arise as to 1) whether the synergies resulting from the common
provision of both services by the same company are outweighed by the failure to capture the cost
efficiencies that would result from increased interfuel competition, 2) whether cross-subsidization
results, 3) whether incentive rate mechanisms would affect this type of utility ownership and 4)
whether use of natural gas in cogeneration has been held in abeyance in those service areas where
combination utilities have excess electric generating capacity.
The Apache Corporation states that combination utilities have the opportunity to force gas users
to subsidize electricity users. In support of this position it references a comparison of DOE figures
for city gate prices and average electric utility gas costs which showed the electric utility cost of gas
is often below the city gate price, an indication, according to Apache, that combination utilities must
be allowing the electric divisions to account for gas at a cost below the average cost of acquiring the
gas, effectively subsidizing electric customers.127
In reply, Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., states that Apache's comments do
not apply to New York utilities where gas is allocated to customers in accordance with guidelines
established by the New York Public Service Commission.
Combination local distribution companies' comments on this issue take very similar positions
on the questions raised.12* In their view although it is theoretically possible that combination utilities
might create barriers to competition between the two fuels, their experience is that no such barriers
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exist and that synergies realized from sharing common costs more than offset any perceived barriers
to competition. They state that the separate cost-of service and rate determinations for each type of
service, as conducted by state regulatory commissions, work to prevent cross-subsidization and
attempts to create artificial barriers limiting competition between services. Another factor mentioned
as relevant to preventing actions limiting competition between types of energy services is the frequent
lack of congruence between gas and electric service areas resulting in such utilities facing competition
where one type of service is provided by another utility.
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company presents conclusions from studies of California utilities
showing that when all variables affecting price and output are taken into account there is no consistent
systematic bias in pricing or output solely as the result of being a combined utility as compared to a
straight gas utility, and further showing that customer appliance choice indicated no particular bias
toward electricity end-use among customers of California combined utilities. The Philadelphia Electric
Company submits any incentive to favor new electric generating plant is long gone in view of massive
write-offs of utility-owned plants, rapid growth of IPPs and electric utility support of demand side
management programs.
The Missouri Public Service Commission presents information to show combination utilities
are generally more weighted toward the electric side of the business and notes that where such utilities
provide both types of services in a given community they may favor the more lucrative electric side
of the business. Other state regulatory bodies remark that there do not appear to be strong enough
observed negative consequences to justify the costs of an across-the-board separation.129 As to
whether gas use is being held in abeyance where there is excess generating capacity, the Indiana
Utility Regulatory Commission observes that the promotion of additional capacity in such a case will
result in higher costs and that deferral of new co-generation capacity must be considered in the context
of the total need for energy services.
The Iowa Utilities Board expresses the opinion that DOE is right in examining the impact of
combination utilities because the electric service has a higher impact on a combination utility's
financial results and may therefore receive a higher management priority. The Wisconsin Public
Service Commission perceives no barrier to efficient use of natural gas in combination utilities; rather,
it has observed that such utilities, in the course of developing their integrated resource plans for their
electric operations, have included significant amounts of fuel-substitution efforts whereas electric-only
utilities oppose efforts to include fuel substitution measures in their plans.130
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On the issue of whether incentive regulation could work to enhance competition between
services provided by one company, the Wisconsin Distributor Group states the real world is so
competitive among all segments of the gas and electric industry companies are already taking necessary
measures to capture increased operating efficiencies and make a reasonable profit. The Brooklyn
Union Gas suggests incentive regulation may "mimic" natural competitive forces but is unlikely to
produce the same level of competition.
Peoples Gas maintains comments presented on the issues raised regarding combination utilities
are likely to be unsubstantiated declarations of self-interest. Peoples Gas believes it would "be
appropriate for the Federal government to oversee the conduct of an objective fact-based study to
determine whether combination utilities impede gas markets and, if so, what future actions and policies
are warranted."131
X. UTILITY DIVERSIFICATION
Utility diversification raises issues regarding cross-subsidization and the shifting of financial
risk from non-regulated to regulated operations. The problems raised for regulators by utility
diversification is addressed by a number of state regulatory bodies. The Missouri Commission views
diversification as raising a whole set of thorny, complex issues including how to prevent the costs of
competitive or non-regulated ventures from being borne by captive customers of the utilities and how
to avoid utilities using their monopoly power to gain unfair competitive advantages in the unregulated
marketplace. Such efforts also raise the possibility that the attention of utility management will be
diverted from the "core" utility business. The Illinois Commerce Commission suggests that in the
absence of documented economies of scope from joint operations complete separation of regulated and
non-regulated entities may be preferable.
According to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, diversification has resulted in crosssubsidization and it notes the difficulty in detecting cross-subsidization because of the ability of
companies to shield some types of data from regulators.132 The Pennsylvania Commission has
found that some companies have well conceived allocation policies and procedures that result in
reasonable and equitable divisions of cost between regulated and non-regulated operations. The Iowa
Utility Board points out that the Iowa Code prohibits cross-subsidization and requires that utilities
promoting nonutility service provide access to and use of the utility's billing and collection system and
the utility's mailing system to all persons engaged primarily in providing the same competitive
nonutility service in that area.
Columbia Gas Distribution Companies addresses this issue from a different perspective.
Columbia Gas suggests that as a result of Federal efforts to deregulate the natural gas market new
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working relationships may emerge in the energy industry stimulating LDCs to diversify. It points to
the rapid advancement in new gas technologies, such as fuel cells, natural gas vehicles (NGVs) and
advanced cooling systems, as providing such an impetus, and states that it is important that state
regulators remain flexible in examining how specific LDCs attempt to serve customers in a future that
will likely witness a highly competitive energy marketplace. Northern Illinois Gas Company points
to its own experience where its bond rating was not affected by a downgrade in the securities of
NICOR, its parent company, as evidence that a properly structured holding company arrangement
precludes cross-subsidization and shifting of financial risk. Apache takes the position that practices
which allow cross-subsidy should be entirely disallowed and that holding companies that repeatedly
suffer from a lack of success in their non-core businesses will eventually face increased costs of capital
which will negatively impact the ratepayer.

XI. M U N I C I P A L U T I L I T I E S
In the Request for Comments, concerns are raised regarding any disadvantages municipal gas
utilities might face as a result of the move at the Federal level to deregulation, and about the effect
municipal ownership might have on the manner in which municipal utilities finance their capital
expenditures, and questioned whether municipal utilities should be privatized. The views presented
by the American Public Gas Association, which represents 430 municipal utilities and publicly owned
LDCs (citizen-owned, not-for-profit retail distribution entities), are similar to those voiced by other
commentators. APGA takes strong issue with any notion that privatization would solve problems
created by FERC's deregulatory initiatives. APGA argues that privatization would in many cases
eliminate the competitive forces upon which FERC has premised its regulatory scheme since publicly
owned gas distribution systems provide a competitive benchmark for natural gas rates and services and
are therefore good for competition. APGA, along with other commentators, suggests that it is not the
form of ownership that is related to the ability to provide cost-effective, reliable service under FERC
Order 636 but rather to the low load factor and small size of some utilities. These commentators
contend FERC Order 636 will result in burdensome shifts of costs which will ultimately fall on
residential and commercial end users, the type of high-priority customers served by small utilities,
regardless of whether the distributor is publicly owned or investor owned.133
APGA maintains that municipal gas systems fill an important niche in the market because in
large part these systems serve areas that private industry historically declined to serve because they
were deemed uneconomic. As to whether the ability to finance capital expenditures with tax-exempt
bonds results in unnecessary capital expenditures, APGA states that the use of funds obtained through
such bonds are restricted both legally and politically; that tax-free bonds obtained to finance capital
improvements to a publicly-owned gas distribution system constitute a relatively low percentage of
municipal bond issuances; and that the board of directors of municipal utilities are accountable to the
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electorate whereas an investor-owned utility has every incentive to "gild" its facilities because its
shareholders earn a return on rate base.
Utilicorp United expresses the view that municipal gas distributors are not disadvantaged by
the competitive market, that they have acted much the same way as LDCs by developing nontraditional gas purchasing practices and have reaped the same advantages as large volume customers
by not having to pay certain Federal, state or local taxes while also having access to low-cost
financing. As a result of these advantages, plus those provided under FERC Order 636A, Utilicorp
notes that there has been a movement away from privatization to municipalization citing its experience
with certain of its divisions which are undergoing condemnation proceedings. Utilicorp contends
municipal gas utilities do present two barriers to competition: they are not regulated by any state
commission which can require transportation on die municipal system with the result that
transportation behind the municipal citygate is not allowed; and some compete outside of their legal
boundaries with investor-owned LDCs but use their system territory to deny competition within their
legal boundaries.
XH. FINANCIAL SECTOR
The very existence of regulation means that there will be regulatory risk. When the regulator
respects the need for stability in the industry, sets achievable allowed rates of return, and has
consistent principles, there can be a reduction in regulatory risk.134 Suggestions in the comments
to lower regulatory risk include less hindsight in prudence reviews, adjustment mechanisms that
normalize revenue to changes in weather.135 The perception of increased risk on the gas distributor
is inevitable because of changes in Federal regulation and greater interfuel competition. If reduce
shareholders exposure to assuming transition costs, then regulatory risk is minimized. Order 636
greatly decreases business risks to interstate pipelines.136 Regulatory risk on LDC increased with
Order 636.137
The National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates indicates that regulatory risks
has not been a barrier at the state level, and cannot be associated with natural gas use. Value Line
shows very low Beta's for gas distributors over this transitional period. Further, the financial
community concerns should not be considered over-riding as state utility commissions are in the best
position to determine the proper exposure to both market and regulatory risk. Several parties cite the
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benefits to consumers of regulation that while generating some regulatory risk generates even lower
market risk for the utilities.13*
Project financing for cogeneration requires long-term gas supply and firm transportation
contracts.139 Pricing terms for gas supply must mirror pricing terms for sale of power. The lender
as well as the equity owner has preference for the long-term contract. Several parties cite past price
volatility of natural gas, no clear forecast on the future price of natural gas, and significant regulatory
change. Under this environment, it is unrealistic to expect lenders culture to change quickly. AGA
quotes David Eisinger of Duffs and Phelps "without a long-term contract for gas supply, it is unlikely
that a cogeneration or independent power project will receive an investment grade bond rating."140

Xffl. NATURAL GAS IN ELECTRIC GENERATION
Natural gas is one of the primary forms of fuel under consideration for use in electric
generation in the future. Such future use of gas requires examination of the following subjects: the
existence of barriers to natural gas achieving its full potential in the electric generation market; the
regulatory implications of using natural gas for peak versus base load generating units; the need for
changes in state regulation to allow natural gas to compete on an even footing with other electric
generating fuel sources; the long-term availability of natural gas as a source of supply; and the effect
of compliance with the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) on the use of natural gas in electric
generation.
Barriers To Use Of Natural Gas. A number of commentators have pointed to a need to reform
the Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA) as necessary to allow growth in the use of natural
gas. It is argued that opening the wholesale power markets to independent power produces will
encourage the construction of new IPP facilities, facilities which have provided natural gas producers
with attractive long term market opportunities. Regulators are also urged to consider the benefits that
"open access" wheeling could bring to the power industry in terms of competition and efficiency.141
Consolidated Natural Gas Company raises the mandating or recommending of scrubbers as an
impediment to the use of gas for generation.142
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Commentators also address the effect of current economic dispatch procedures on use of natural
gas generating units. They observe that gas generating units tend to have relatively high fuel costs
and are thus disadvantaged versus coal and nuclear generating units. Some suggest state regulators
allow electric utilities to capitalize demand charges or portions of gas fuel costs to rectify this
inequity.143'144
State regulators and LDCs submit that certain Federal policies will inhibit the use of natural
gas for electric generation. The Wisconsin Distributor Group, along with others, argues FERC Order
636 may result in gas service becoming unduly costly with the SFV rate structure and operationally
difficult with the notice periods and tight operational tolerances. It goes on to say that as buyers of
natural gas LDCs are subject to the inflexible cost burden of SFV, the requirement to enter into 20year contracts to reserve pipeline capacity, limits on user capacity through prohibitions on brokering
and buy/sell transactions, and forced purchase of synthetic coal gas; and as sellers, LDCs are limited
by the prohibition against brokering, the prohibition against buy/sell transactions, inflexible, substantial
demand charges and substantial transition cost responsibilities.
Regarding state barriers to natural gas use, Wisconsin Distributor Group points out that
Wisconsin permits the elimination of non-essential uses of gas and has restricted gas usage for gas
lights, snow melting, residential swimming pool heaters, porches, garages and workshops unless
insulated, and requires energy audits and weatherization as prerequisites to conversion to natural gas.
Utilicorp maintains that under state regulation industrial customers are required to subsidize residential
customers through rate structures; that some states have a bias towards coal; that prudency reviews
of electric utilities' gas purchasing contracts limit aggressive gas purchasing arrangements; and that
the full economic costs, including environmental and societal costs for coal-based electric generation,
are not reflected in electric prices thereby limiting gas-fired applications.143
Many state regulatory agencies point out that all new generating plants planned for within the
next few years will be capable of burning gas.146 The Washington State points out that Washington
electric and gas utilities peak in the winter resulting in fierce competition for pipeline space. It
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expresses a concern for interruptible customers under such coincident peaking if gas is increasingly
used for electric generation. The Wisconsin Commission suggests that the absence of a fullydeveloped IRP process is a barrier to use of gas in generation. The Energy, Minerals and Natural
Resources Department and the Commissioner of Public Lands for the State of New Mexico submits
that interstate natural gas transportation systems face significant challenges in meeting the one-tenth
to one-quarter hour peaking cycles under which most electric generators operate. This commentator
also suggests that gas can now be marketed as a "packaged" fuel with associated emission allowance
credits greatly enhancing its value to the generation market, and proposes that DOE develop a pilot
program to demonstrate such "packaging."147
Peak Versus Base Load Use Of Natural Gas. The issue of economic dispatch arises again with
the specific examination of the nature of natural gas use in generation. Economic dispatch currently
selects the cheapest available incremental unit of power from available power sources. Only variable
costs are considered and the Natural Gas Supply Association, among others, contends under this
process it may be difficult for gas-fired plants to realize base load sales because of the cost of natural
gas relative to other fuels. Others such as the Wisconsin Distributor Group and the Oklahoma Natural
Gas Company (Oklahoma) remark that decisions regarding base versus peak use are based on
operational and economic concerns and not on any current state regulation or restriction. The Texas
Public Utility Commission (Texas) notes that some utilities are planning to build gas-fired combinedcycle units which are more efficient than existing coal units and which might be dispatched ahead of
existing coal plants depending on the prices of both fuels.14*149
Natural Gas In Competition With Other Fuels. Many commentators point out that in states
with significant amounts of coal state law often encourages use of coal over other fuels. The
Pennsylvania Commission contends Pennsylvania law does not represent a barrier to use of natural gas
since the provisions in Pennsylvania law do not preclude or inhibit the use of gas but rather require
electric companies to demonstrate that their choices of units to be constructed represent the most
economic and technically feasible choices. Oklahoma believes that electric utilities should be
prohibited from reducing their rates in an effort to eliminate any economic advantages of cogeneration
to individual customers who are evaluating cogeneration alternatives.
Natural Gas As A Secure Source Of Supply. Most commentators take the position that secure
sources of natural gas will be available over the long term and that state regulatory commissions are
acting in accordance with this position. Some dissenting voices regarding the long term availability
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NGSA suggests these developments may result in technologies which could radically alter the ways
in which electricity is generated in the future.
Based on these observations, NGSA suggests there is good reason to minimize the front-end
investment both in new electric generating facilities and modifications to existing facilities required
to comply with CAAA. It argues natural gas, with its lower front-end capital costs for electric
generation, can provide a partial solution and be a "bridge" between existing technology and 21st
century technology. It notes that gas-fired electric generation facilities can be built in increments to
match demand growth whereas coal and nuclear base load units require the completion of an entire
facility in order to take advantage of economies of scale.
In summary, NGSA asks Federal and state officials to take the time to reflect on the potential
impact of accelerated environmental restrictions and of technological innovation on their historical
assumptions about electric generation when considering the criteria for investments in electric
generating facilities.

XIV. NATURAL GAS AND THE PENETRATION OF NEW MARKETS
Advancements in natural gas end-use technologies create the potential for gains in natural gas
use.
Barriers may exist which could affect the realization of that potential. These should be
examined along with the role others, such as state regulators, natural gas utilities and equipment
manufacturers, might play in removing any barriers. One way in which LDCs might be involved in
increasing the use of natural gas is through increased expenditures on research and development or
promotion of end-use technologies. Such efforts would raise ratemaking issues and might also be
affected by incentive regulation. The RCF invited interested parties to address these matters and many
did.
Generally the positions taken reflect the type of party commenting on the issues raised. For
example, whether a commentator thought LDCs should be involved in end-use research and
development and whether those costs should be recovered in the rates depended for the most part on
whether the commentator was a state regulatory body, an LDC, a gas consumer etc. At the outset,
the comments of a number of state regulatory bodies set out their perception that the RFC was
promoting increased natural gas use solely for that purpose and took issue with such a promotion
policy. Many of these commentators point out that their states have policies encouraging conservation
and cost-effective use of energy resources. Many also state that even though there is an adequate
supply of natural gas for the long run natural gas is a natural resource which must be husbanded.
On the issue of barriers to new end uses, Oklahoma suggests that the main barrier to gas-fired
air-conditioning is the initial cost of installing the equipment and that the availability of less expensive
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equipment will help solve this problem.131 It states it has been allowed to actively participate in the
development of new technologies.
Pacific Gas and Electric posits that the barriers are primarily economic in that mere is a lack
of economic incentives to promote new technologies that are environmentally friendly and
economically sensible. It believes DOE should invest, at the Federal level, in end-use technologies
that are "environmentally friendly" and are cost-effective over the long term to help overcome
economic barriers. PG&E also recommends that Federal and state regulators streamline the
permitting process for testing new technologies to reduce the time and cost of the permitting process.
The American Gas Association states the most wide spread barrier to efficient operation of residential
and commercial energy markets is the widespread use by electric utilities of promotional programs in
the guise of IRP programs. 152
Piedmont Natural Gas states it is imperative the natural gas industry continue to develop
equipment to fill in the summer valley experienced by most LDCs. Piedmont argues state regulators
should work with LDCs to develop programs that promote off-peak use of natural gas as either part
of the Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) process or on a stand-alone basis, with state rate
methodologies used to assist in financing "load shaping" technologies.
The Missouri Public Service Commission contends there are no regulatory barriers to new
natural gas end-uses and consequently there are no steps state regulators need to take. The Illinois
Commerce Commission voices the following opinion:
As long as there are no 'public good* aspects to the new technology
regulators should stand clear from the market and should not attempt to
provide subsidies. If such new products are able to meet the expectations
of their proponents, then they will develop (just like millions of other
products have developed) without government intervention. On the other
hand, if such products require the help of governments to make them
successful in the marketplace, then it is more likely that the products are
not worth what it costs to make them available and those governments are
simply wasting resources." 3
The Philadelphia Electric Company observes that equipment manufacturers need to take the
various actions traditionally associated with marketing a new technology against an established
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technology; that state regulators cannot take action in this regard. Arkla indicates that it has actively
participated with other LDCs, pipelines and industry groups in the development, testing and promotion
of new gas technologies and products. In its view part of the total package of services provided by
LDCs to customers should include information and expertise on the availability and utilization of new
natural gas technologies.
In the view of LDCs they should be involved in research and development efforts and the
promotion of end-use technologies with the costs of both activities recoverable through rates.114
Wisconsin Distributor Group maintains that programs should not be Federally funded; rather programs
should be initiated by, designed by and funded by willing participants. Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company suggests that manufactures consider rebates or extended warranties in concert with lower
operating costs to promote new end-uses. It argues research and development should be promoted and
its costs allowed in the cost of service; and, to promote efficiency, state regulatory bodies should set
out its policy on cost recovery so that intervenors can not take cost disallowance positions in rate
proceedings.155
The Iowa Utility Board notes that Iowa's energy efficiency process allows utilities to include
pilot programs to test or demonstrate the effectiveness of new technologies. Although its supports LDC
research and development efforts the IUB contends others receive positive benefits from such efforts
and should share in the expenses. Columbia suggests that government programs be adopted that
specify new end-use technologies in new or replacement installations in government facilities in order
to provide an initial market for new technologies. It also suggests that for new technologies to be
successful utility support of the research and development effort is necessary at all stages in order to
assure the manufacturer that appropriate levels of product market entry support will be available as
the product enters the market.
The Fertilizer Institute proposes a cautious response to enthusiasm over research, development
and promotion of new end-uses considering that few voices have been heard from existing natural gas
consumers. It recommends government energy policymakers seriously examine who will benefit from
such efforts and who will be harmed. The Fertilizer Institute contends government has a responsibility
to natural gas consumers to keeping gas affordable and to the American farmer to ensure the
availability of affordable agricultural inputs. (Natural gas is a primary input in the process of
manufacturing nitrogen fertilizer.) It also opposes rate treatment for research and development and
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promotion efforts by LDCs. The Fertilizer Institute maintains that unless the business interests that
will reap profits from increased gas demand have their own money at stake, there will be no incentive
to conduct research efficiently. It argues research efforts should be constrained by the business
judgment of private, voluntary investors in order to assure the accountability and efficiency of
expenditures on such efforts.

XV. NATURAL GAS VEHICLES
This portion of the Request for Comments called for an examination of issues relating to the
use of natural gas in the transportation sector. Specifically commentators were invited to specify any
state regulations limiting use of natural gas in the transportation market and any state actions that
would encourage timely development of natural gas vehicles (NGVs); and to address whether LDCs
should be involved in this market and, if so, what manner that involvement should take.
Generally, as many commentators point out, existing state regulations are not viewed as
limiting natural gas use in the transportation market; an exception would be treating the sale of gas
for such use as the provision of a regulated utility service. Laws and regulations that are creating
impediments relate to the safety of compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel tanks, special placarding or
marking of NGVs, and limitations regarding use of such vehicles in tunnels or garages.
The following were identified in various comments as ways states could encourage the use of
NGVs in the public and private sectors: treating the sale of CNG as a non-regulated event; providing
guidelines that could be used by financial institutions to evaluate whether the NGV procurement
strategies of small businesses or municipalities are economically viable; eliminating excessive taxation
of natural gas as a vehicle fuel; providing incentives through tax credits, sales tax exemptions or low cost/no cost revolving funds for the purchase of NGVs, for the conversion of vehicles mat operate on
gasoline, and for the construction of refueling facilities; establishing state air quality standards that
set strict standards requiring the use of clean alternate fuels; and mandating use of NGVs for state
fleets.lM ARCO suggests the current lack of a natural gas fuel infrastructure and the significant
additional vehicle costs limit the economic attractiveness of CNG as a significant transportation
fuel.157
Consolidated Natural Gas Company raises the issue of emissions testing and the possibility of
the California Air Resources Board (CARB) imposing a Total Hydrocarbon standard on NGVs rather
than the Non-Methane Hydrocarbon standard set out in the CAAA. The Total Hydrocarbon standard
would include all hydrocarbons including methane. Consolidated Gas argues the Total Hydrocarbon
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standard is unnecessary because methane emissions from NGVs do not contribute significantly to
urban ozone and such a standard could force abandonment of plans to commercialize NGVs.15*
The Washington Gas Light Company also raises the issue of methane gas in its response to IRP
issues In addressing the possible negative effects of gas IRP on the industry it states that some who
focus on "greenhouse gases" indicate methane (CH4) is, in some respects, a more potent gas than
carbon dioxide (CO2) and that a unit of CH4 should have a "damage" value for planning purposes 10
times greater than a unit of CO2.159
The issue of what role LDCs should play, if any, in the encouragement of NGV use and how
any expenditures should be treated for ratemaking purposes drew quite diverse comments. In
examining the possible role of LDCs there are two different services that need to be considered. The
first is the transportation of natural gas to the refueling station and the second is the operation of the
refueling station making the retail sale of the gas as a transportation fuel. On the first issue there is
general agreement that LDCs should be and would be expected to transport gas to refueling stations
given their expertise in the transportation and handling of natural gas.
Many states have not yet addressed how the development of a NGV refueling infrastructure
should be handled for ratemaking purposes. It is reply comments the New York state commission sets
out how it offered one utility what amounted to loans from other gas users to the utility for NGV
development. The utility, however, was unwilling to take the risk of being required to reimburse nonvehicle customers if the venture was unsuccessful and it rejected the offer. The New York
commission contends if utilities get the guaranteed recovery of prudent costs as requested ratepayers
are subject to unnecessary risk. It also contends such guaranteed recovery may inhibit competition
by giving utilities a significant advantage over other market participants.
The Amoco Production Company argues LDCs should be limited to providing the transmission
or distribution of natural gas to the retail sales point on the grounds that LDC involvement in the retail
sales would be a significant deterrent to non-utility NGV market entrants due to a concern that the
utility would be shielded to some extent from the risks of a freely competitive market place. Most
would accept LDC participation if it were through an unregulated affiliate making it just one more
competitor in an extremely competitive transportation fuel business.
NASUCA maintains that once NGV technology becomes widespread refueling facilities will
likely become profitable and then LDCs will likely want their refueling operations to be part of an
unregulated enterprise with the result that today's ratepayers will never see any benefits for their
funding in support of NGVs. NASUCA recommends that if a LDC wants to enter a new and
competitive market for its product the shareholders should be the ones to make the investment. At
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The American Gas Association and the Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition contends that there is a need to
modify emission testing requirements to avoid potential for widespread NGV emission test failures due to
limitations of testing equipment, pp. 3-9.
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Washington Gas Light Company, p.3.
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a minimum it suggests that a policy be adopted of deferring NGV research and development costs with
those costs being charged off as benefits (profits) are received.
New Mexico comments that not only should any retail sales be through an unregulated venture,
the state regulatory commission should not allow a rate to be set specifically for the utility's affiliate
that would put competitive retailers at a disadvantage; and the state regulator should ensure that access
to transportation services offered by the LDC is equal for both unaffilLu^d retail distributors and
unregulated LDC affiliate retailers.160

XVI. I N T E G R A T E D R E S O U R C E P L A N N I N G
The Request for Comments asked commentators to address numerous subjects in relation to
Integrated Resource Planning (IRP)- The comments filed express a variety of views on the specific
subjects raised in the questions posed by the Notice. These will be taken up by subject matter.141
Positive And Negative Effects Of Gas Integrated Resource Planning. NGSA recites as positive
effects of gas IRP an increase in flexibility in planning along with the ability to balance multiple
objectives, and the provision of an opportunity to promote the use of natural gas with the support of
regulators. It recites as negative effects the potential for a "smothering" regulatory burden if the IRP
efforts are too involved, too prolonged and inconsistent between states. Another potential for negative
effects arises as a result of the need in the process to deal with many non-quantifiable issues such as
risk, reliability and environmental externalities where the expertise in dealing with these factors is not
well developed.
The Wisconsin Distributor Group identifies the positive effects of IRP as resulting from
identifying true efficiencies and applying them sensibly, and the negative effects as resulting from
those who seek to use IRP for social engineering purposes. Utilicorp suggests a negative result of the
process would result if it forces gas utilities to enter into long-term agreements driving them out of
the spot market. This in turn could drive up natural gas costs and make natural gas less competitive
with other fuels.
A number of commentators raise the issue of decoupling sales and profits. Niagara Mohawk
Power Corporation submits that decoupling is not the answer to utility compensation due to lower sales
resulting from gas DSM. It states the gas industry is highly competitive and LDCs need to fight to
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Illinois Commerce Commission suggests that if the market is competitive enough to be unregulated
regulator may want to bar direct utility involvement, p.34. Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission posits a
similar position, pp. 13-14.
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Please refer to the Comments of Washington Gas Light Company for a comprehensive discussion of
each issue raised regarding IRP.
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retain the large, high-load factor customers. In contrast, Northwest Natural Gas Company suggests
such decoupling will be necessary.162
In the opinion of the Illinois Commerce Commission, there is less opportunity for positive
effects from gas IRP because a large part of gas utility costs are determined in a competitive market
place and another large part, transportation costs, are regulated by FERC. As a result LDCs do not
have control over many of their costs. The Indiana Commission sees the IRP as providing a tool for
utilities to manage load curves and peaks; however, it notes the conservation measures available for
natural gas customers are not extremely effective at reducing natural gas peaks specifically but rather
tend to lower load curves generally. New Mexico maintains that a long-term resource strategy
indicating expected reliance on natural gas will provide producers the incentive needed to explore and
develop replacement reserves; and that as energy and environmental externalities are considered in the
IRP process natural gas will be the clear winner among alternative fossil fuel options.
Columbia cites to Federal action that might adversely affect the IRP process. Forecasts of
growth in energy use over the planning horizon will attempt to include changes in the efficiency of
the appliances used by customers and any growth in appliance use. DOE is currently establishing
minimum efficiency requirements for a variety of appliances as dictated by the National Appliance
Energy Conservation Act of 1987. According to Columbia the problem with DOE's approach is that
its focus has been on examining the efficiency of an energy-consuming appliance to the exclusion of
incorporating the efficiencies of delivering the energy to the consuming device. Columbia contends
as a result only technologically advanced, expensive gas-consuming appliances will be left to compete
against electrically driven devices which are lower-priced due to the absence of any comparable
efficiency improvements. This commentator believes this will result in a perceptible shift toward the
use of electric appliances.
Market Failures And Gas Integrated Resource Planning. A rationale for gas IRP is the
existence of market failures and the need to correct for them. One way to address such failures is
through the IRP process. There may be other approaches that could be used to increase competition
and economic efficiency in gas utility markets. NGSA contends, as do many other commentators, the
real failure is looking at electric IRP and gas IRP in isolation. The Enserch Corporation (Enserch)
states that proper rate design will send the intended price signals to customers which, in turn, will
cause customers to take the same actions encouraged by demand side management programs (DSM).
The Wisconsin Distributor Group maintains there has been no market failure and IRP should not be
required by Federal or state regulators.
The Missouri Public Service Commission lists the following as market imperfections that inhibit
efficient energy-related choices: inadequate information about costs, performance and benefits of DSM
measures; inadequate infrastructure or delivery channels for DSM measures; inadequate financing
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Also, the Natural Gas Supply Association suggests that a negative impact of IRP could be the increased
rates to support DSM programs and to compensate utilities for lost-revenues, p. 56; and Utilicorp argues that
a positive effect will be the decoupling of sales and profits, p. 62.
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options for DSM measures; mismatched economic incentives resulting from situations where the
person who pays the initial cost of an efficiency investment is different from the person who pays the
operating costs associated with the chosen investment; and inefficient pricing of energy supplies. It
suggests that other ways of dealing with these market imperfections is with Federal or state-mandated
efficiency standards for motors, equipment, appliances, lighting components etc., with state and local
building codes that include energy efficiency standards and with requirements that financial institutions
consider energy service costs in determining the eligibility of potential home buyers for loans.
The Michigan Public Utility Commission Staff addresses whether efficient pricing can capture
the same benefits captured by IRP. It contends that efficient pricing helps to ensure an efficient
market but that price is not the only factor in utility and customer decisions. The PUC Staff suggests
competitive markets are notorious for emphasizing short term gains at the expense of long term gains
and effective IRP has a long term focus and considers many factors beyond price. The Nevada
Commission is of the view that IRP is not done to overcome barriers to market operations but *o create
better planning and to validate established planning criteria. It suggests IRP provides an open forum
to consider alternatives and creates an opportunity for an "efficient" market to exist for the utility
under study. As to the effect of efficient prices, the Nevada Commission contends they cannot
substitute for DSM and IRP because, absent DSM and IRP regulation, "efficient" prices will not occur
under ratebase regulation.
The Relationship Between Electric IRP and Gas IRP. A number of commentators point out
various differences between electric utilities and gas utilities that could impact the transferability of
experiences with electric IRP to gas IRP.163 New generating facilities require large capital
investments and long lead times for construction and when completed become a large part of electric
rates whereas gas distribution system expansions do not require large amounts of capital in
comparison, do not take long to construct and are not a large part of the costs of gas rates. Due to
these differences some suggest the overall potential return "expectation" from a gas IRP will not be
as great as from an electric IRP and justification of DSM investments will be more difficult for the
gas utility because of the limited effect of load loss on a system where marginal costs are extremely
low. Another difference noted is the high degree of vertical integration in the electric industry. The
Nevada Commission notes that because of the differences between the types of utilities electric IRP
will focus on investment decisions while gas IRP will focus on gas supply purchasing strategy.
Columbia observes that there may need to be some differences in some of the specifics of regulations
such as the planning horizon but that the conceptual underpinnings of IRP do not vary for the different
types of utilities.164
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Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, p. 14 and Wisconsin Distributor Group, p. 49. The Wisconsin
Public Service Commission states that it expects the study currently being undertaken under NARUC's IRP
grant from DOE will likely cover this matter along with others, pp.7-8.
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Brooklyn Union Gas Company points to the lack of indepth load research and specific customer rate-of
energy usage as affecting the transfer of electric IRP experience to the gas IRP process, pp.21-22.
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Interfuel Competition. Deciding which type of utility, gas or electric, can most efficiently
provide energy services for a particular end-use is one of the most difficult issues facing state
regulators in developing IRP policies according to a number of commentators.1*5
Many
commentators suggest interfuel competition can best be handled in an integrated resource process that
is addressed to total energy needs and is not done on a utility by utility basis."6 AGA maintains
that interfuel competition must be completely incorporated into the evaluation process including not
only natural gas and electricity but also unregulated fuels.
Interfuel competition will result in load shifting from one utility system to another. The utility
that loses the load incurs short term costs but reaps long term benefits while the utility that adds the
load receives short term benefits but incurs long term cost. These competing interests need to be
balanced in a process where long run costs and benefits are uncertain. The Missouri Commission
suggests that given a competitive culture in which the notion of shifting load to a competitor is
antithetical regulators' best strategy may be to set rates for each service that accurately reflects relative
costs for each energy source as a way to avoid interfuel rate relationships that may grossly distort
consumer choice. The ICC makes a similar point.
Columbia contends, as do other commentators, that joint planning between electric and gas
utilities may be difficult to achieve today but may become more appropriate as states become more
familiar with the planning process. It proposes the following as interim steps: establish statewide
planning objectives regarding such matters as fostering improvements in the overall energy efficiency,
from source-to-site, of the use of energy resources in the state; encourage the development of new
technologies; provide for the proper treatment and evaluation of fuel substitution opportunities; and
include treatment of externalities in the resource planning process. In particular, regarding interfuel
competition, Columbia urges state commissions to address this issue in its IRP regulations for both
electric and natural gas utilities. It argues there is a need to develop a generic fuel substitution
framework to define the ground rules by which affected utilities must operate. These need to include,
among other things, development of the analytical methodologies necessary to properly evaluate fuel
substitution opportunities; and provision for the equitable allocation of the costs and benefits associated
with specific fuel substitution opportunities among the utilities involved as well as between
participating and non-participating customers. It suggests the most appropriate test for evaluating the
cost-effectiveness of proposed fuel substitution DSM programs is the Societal Test. The use of the
Societal Test would indicate fuel substitution when it results in the optimal choice for customers and
would not base fuel substitution solely on improvement of a utility's load shape.
The Edison Electric Institute submits the purpose of IRP is not to ensure gas and electric
resource alternatives compete on a level playing field; rather the purpose of IRP is to consider if DSM
is more economic that incremental supply and to explicitly address uncertainties in the planning
163

Tenneco Gas indicates that it takes two and three Btus of natural gas or other fuel to produce the
equivalent of one Btu of electricity and suggests that the direct substitution of natural gas for electricity in
appropriate applications will yield national benefits, p. 28.
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process. In reply Washington Gas argues EETs definition ignores the central focus of IRP is to
remove market barriers to efficient consumption and to improve allocative efficiency. It states two
essential facts need to be taken into account when addressing DSM and fuel switching: investments
in fuel switching programs are far more reliable than other demand side investments because they will
produce the expected saving whereas DSM may not; and investments that promote fossil fuel use at
the end use level are far more efficient than investments in supply-side resources that convert those
same fossil fuels into electricity for use at the end use level.
The Philadelphia Electric
Company, the Wisconsin Electric Power Company, the
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities and EEI submit that fuel substitution should not be
imposed through regulation and that there should be no interference in customer choice between
alternative fuels.
DSM Programs & Measurement Of Avoided Costs. Most parties who commented on the
advantages and disadvantages of DSM programs agree that if the programs are effective in delivering
lower cost energy services the programs will confer a long-term competitive advantage on the utility.
The emphasis is on the long term nature of the advantage because such programs will cause some short
term costs in order to realize the long-term benefits.167 Some such as the ICC contend the programs
are disadvantageous to those customers who contribute to cover the subsidies provided by DSM
programs and the utility is put at a disadvantage vis-s-vis these customers for attracting and retaining
their load. The Industrial Consumers take a similar position.
The Wisconsin Public Utility Commission and Wisconsin gas utilities note Wisconsin utilities
are annually spending more than 3% of revenues on gas DSM programs and this spending has not had
the negative effect feared by most people in the industry; rather it has led to satisfied customers who
have some of the lowest gas bills in the country. They note that the increased customer efficiency
resulting from DSM programs flows back to the utility by making customers more competitive in the
marketplace and more likely to remain in business as viable utility customers.
On the issue of the calculation of avoided costs, Utilicorp proposes measurement of commodity
costs, demand costs, facility costs, and society costs that are quantifiable. For societal costs it would
only include environmental damage factors caused by the production and use of energy in the form
of quantifiable emissions set by a regulatory agency. The ICC maintains that such costs should be
calculated by a competent analyst and represent no special problems. The Texas PUC also addresses
the issue of the quantification of environmental costs in evaluating different resources. It notes such
evaluation will have two effects: gas will be favored over dirtier fuels and DSM and conservation will
be favored over supply-side options. One effect will lead to increased use of gas and prices and
reduce short term availability of gas, and the other effect will reduce consumption of energy and in
turn gas.
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Washington Gas describes four distinct types of DSM options: conservation programs; load
management programs; fuel substitution programs; and load building programs, p. 18.
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Northwest Natural Gas Company suggests if DSM and fuel switching is conditioned on being
cost-effective for participants the underlying source of market failure will be masked; electric utility
tail block rates are substantially below marginal cost with the result that fuel switching and DSM
programs may be highly cost-effective from a utility perspective or a social perspective but
participating customers may be worse off. AGA recommends use of a Total Resource Cost Test.
Brooklyn Union recommends the use of a societal test.
The Long-Term Availability Of Gas And The Implications For IRP. The consensus of most
commentators is that long-term availability of gas does not appear to be a contentious issue; that prices
are hard to predict and are subject to debate; that the industry consensus is that over the long-term
prices will be moderate; and that to manage price uncertainty supply portfolios can and should be
developed. It is recognized that the long-term availability and price of gas are prime movers of the
IRP process; and the difficulty in evaluating them leads to the need for a thorough and explicit analysis
of the major sources of uncertainty and associated financial risks.
XVH. OTHER FACTORS
Numerous mentioned such as the protocol to establish minimum efficiency standards, amount
of Federal funding of research and development, This section focuses upon three that generated most
widespread comment.
State Prorationing. The comments reveal differences. Producers often stress the problem of
protection of property rights in common pools in the less regulated natural gas industry and continued
market power associated with the connecting pipeline. Open access still leaves the pipeline with
monopsonist power over some producers and other shippers. Thus, Federal and state officials should
seek to explore how to use antitrust law and common purchaser statutes to correct anticompetitive
purchasing and transportation practices.16*
On the other hand, consuming interests typically stress cartel-light effects upon prices.149
Prorationing regulations signal that gas as a fuel is subject to artificial restraints on supply that affect
price thus contravening the idea that the wellhead market is competitive and is reliable.'70 The
Illinois Commerce Commission posits that prorationing is the foremost state-level impediment with
regards to exploration and production. Others posit that prorationing was counterproductive. That
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Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Owners Association, p. 5. The Association of Texas Intrastate
Natural Gas Pipelines notes that the revision of proration rules in Texas have been to make allowables reflect
better the market demand for gas. Allowables, even under the new system, have consistently exceeded the
levels of actual production, p. 4.
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Associated Gas Distributors, p. 4, Industrial Customers, pp. 42-42, Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas,
pp. 11-12, Illinois Commerce Commission, pp. 4-5.
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is, large users will factor into their use of gas a risk factor that the future price may be cartelized; this
will lessen their use of gas and negate any benefits to producers from state prorationing.171
Appache posits that effective regulation is needed with regards to forced pooling. This state
regulation exists only in Oklahoma, but is not found in Texas, New Mexico, Utah or Wyoming. An
avenue is needed to permit a small interest owner to develop its property, thereby increasing the
effective development of reserves.172

Promotional Expenses. There was widespread agreement among gas distributors and several
producers that the regulatory treatment which limited the inclusion of promotion expenditures from
cost-of-service rates severely limited the incentives and ability of gas distributors to capture new gas
markets.173 Brooklyn Union perceives that introductory rates for new services such as NGV would
rebound to generate long-term gain for its core customers.
UtiliCorp includes an attachment that
presents one page, Section 10.02 of West Virginia public utility guidelines, that lists general
prohibitions on promotional practices for gas utilities as documenting that state policies can affect the
size of the gas market.174 In short, gas distributors consider that there exits benefits lost from not
gaining larger markets that could lower existing customers' rates. On the other hand, The Fertilizer
Institute and the National Association Of State Utility Consumer Advocates object to promoting gas
to new customers out of the pocket of other customers.171
Arkla cites that because of the rebate and promotional rate programs offered by many electric
utilities that even though the delivered cost per MMBtu of residential gas service may be one-fourth
that of electric, many customers and builders have chosen electricity.17'
Curtailment. A number of parties raise issues regarding the need to examine curtailment
policies. Amoco is one party suggesting curtailment be addressed at the present time. Amoco suggest
this issue be dealt with on a national basis thereby acknowledging the transportation grid across the
country. It proposes DOE convene a joint government/industry task force to develop a "Model

'" Philadelphia Electric Company, Reply Comments, p. 1-2.
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Appache Corporation, p. 1.
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Delta Natural Gas, p . l , and Permian Basin Petroleum Association, p.2. Atlanta Gas Light adds a
historical dimension. The prohibition of their promotional expenditures were set forth in the 1970s when gas
shortages in the interstate market were occurring. Yet, even with the end of price controls and the now more
abundant gas supplies, this policy has not been reversed, p. 6.
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Federal/State Gas Allocation Plan" which could serve as a guideline for the development of more
uniform state curtailment plans and a reevaluation of current Federal curtailment plans.
APGA notes that FERC has mandated in Order 636 that curtailment of interstate pipeline
capacity be accomplished on a pro rata basis even though the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 requires
that supplies to high-priority end-users such as residential and commercial customers be curtailed only
after all other low-priority users have been curtailed. APGA argues FERC is requiring pro rata
curtailment of capacity without regard to end-use priority and the effect will be a pro rata curtailment
of supplies and capacity because gas supplies will never reach a high-priority end-user if the capacity
is not made available. APGA further argues the long term effect could redound to the benefit of
electric utilities if historic gas users reconsider their energy choices if electric energy appears more
reliable or less costly.177
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The comments on curtailment generally accept the need for curtailment policies. In considering
curtailment a starting point might be addressing whether there is a need for curtailment policies given the
competitive nature of the wholesale natural gas market.
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Te*as Gas Transmission corporation
3800 Frederic*. Street
Owensboro, KX 42301
Attn:
Kim R. CoCklin
Senior Vice President and
General Counsel

(Package)

(Letter)

HPR OS ••.-;
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49.

California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street, M5-23
Sacramento, CX 95814-5512
Attn:
Ms. Susan Srovm
Manager, f u e l s Planning Office

(Package]

50.

Regulatory Dat* Exchange
(918) 581-4354
Attn.
Mary J. Stonecipner

51.

Anonymous
Re: Recovery of Advertising Expenses in State of Florida

SECOND SET
52. Arkla, inc.
P.O. Box 21734
Shrtveport, LA 71151
Attn:
Penelope S. Ludvig
Director/ Federal Regulatory Affairs
53. Iowa Utilities Board
Department of Commerce
Lucas State Office Building
Das Moines, IA 50319
54. Northern Illinois Gas Company
Submitted by:
Mayer, Srown & Platt
190 South. La Salle Street
Chicago, IL 60603-3441
Attn:
Stephen J. Mattson
Attorney
55. Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street.
Box SS9S
Philadelphia, PA 13101
Attn:
Stephen L. suntoon
Attorney
56.

/

The Permian Basin Petroleum Association
P.O. Box 132
Midland, TX 79702
Attn:
Sarry A. Spannaus
Executive Vice President

(Package)
y>x
W /
* fir
(Package)

(Package)

(Package)
A

(Letter)

57. Federal Express
2005 Corporate Avenue
Memphis, TN 38132
Attn:
Shiela Ryan

(Package)

58. Baltimore Gas & siectrlc Company
Charles Center
P.O. Box 1475
Baltimore, MD 21203-1475
Attn:
Andrew ?. Mosier, Jr.
Senior Attorney

(Package)

59.

(Package)

Illinois Power Conpany
500 South 27th Street
P.O. Box 511
Decatur, IL 62525-1805
Attn:
Jeffrey R. Sprague
Senior Rate Analyst

APR Q3 •"£ 03:?4FM

60-

The Brooklyn Union Gas Company
One MetroTech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201-3851
Attn:
Robert D. skholm
Director of Issues Management
Govt- and Regulatory Relations Area

(Package)

61. Oklahoma Corporation Commission
Jim Thoroe Office Building
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4991
Attn:
Laurie Kelly
Manager of Economic Research

(Package)

62. Pennsylvania Public Tltility Ccmmission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17i05-3265
Attn:
veronica A. Smith
Deputy Chief Counsel

(Package)

63. New Xork Gas Group
500 Fifth Avenue
Suite 428
New York, NY 10110-0399
Attn:
Thomas V. Rallo
Director/ Plans s Operations

(letter)

64.

(Letter)

South Jersey Gas Company
Number One South Jersey Plaza
Route 54
Folsom, NJ 08037
Attn:
Gerald S. Levitt
Executive Vice President
65. Northwest Natural Gas Company
220 N.W. Second Avenue
Portland, OR 97209-3991
Attn:
John A. Hanson, Director
Integrated Resource Planning
Rates & Regulatory Affairs
66. Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14649-0001
Attn:
Robert Hobday
Department Manager
67. ENRON Gas Marketing, Inc.
1400 Smith Street
P.O. Box 1188
Houston, TX 77251-1188
Attn:
Leslie J. Lawner
Assistant General Counsel

(Letter)

(Letter)

(Package)

HFP
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68. Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
3000 x street, N . W .
Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20007-3841
Attn:
A. Karen Hill
€9. Washington Gas Light Company
1100 H Street,
tf.w.
Washington, D.C. 20080
Attn:
Ralph E. Fisher
Attorney

(Package)

(Package)
A rr\ \
ALd*' V
**
f ^N v v
\

70. Michigan Consolidated Natural Gas Company
500 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226
Attn:
David C. Champion
71. Consolidated Natural Gas Company
Submitted by:
Kevin J. Lipson
Richard T. Saas
Newman « Holtzinger, P.C.
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

(Package)

(Letter)

72. Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall * 5th Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Attn:
Gene Somaers
Senior Attorney

(Letter)

73. Associated Gas Distributors
<
Submitted by:
s*\\ J
Crowell £ Moring
ft
, UXU-H
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. ^T
• } V
Washington, D.C. 20004-2595
r "\ j**t**&*X5
Attn:
Frederick Moring
\-P ^

(Package)

74.

(Package)

NASUCA
Submitted by:
Robert K. Johnson, Esq.
Deputy Consumer Counselor f o r F e d e r a l A f f a i r s
I n d i a n a U t i l i t y Consumer Counselor
100 N. S e n a t e Avenue
Room 807
I n d i a n a p o l i s , IN 46204-2275

*pr
| In
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75.

Aaerican Gas Association
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
Attn;
Andrea R. Killiard
Director/ Office of Government
Relation* Counsel and
Assistant General Counsel

(Package)

76. Consumers Power
5th Floor
1016 16th Street, N.W.
Washington/ D.C. 20036
Attn:
William M. Lange
Assistant General Counsel
77.

(Package)

United Distribution Companies
Submirted by:

Morgan/ Lewis £ Brokius
800 M
M Street
S t
1800

Washington, D.C. 20036
Attn:
Christopher J.Barr
Attorney
78. Edison Electric institute
701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.w.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Attn:
Laurence W. Brown
Senior Attorney

^ r — * (Package)
\

lU-f 'fN£^w\
"

\ \
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79. UtiliCorp United, Inc.
Submitted by:
Michigan Gas Utilities
P.O. Box 729
Monroe, MI 48161
Attn: William F. Peters, Director
Bates, Regulatory and Gas Supply
80. Tenneco Gas
1010 Milam Street
P.O. Box 2511
Houston, TX 77252-2511
Attn:
L. J. Demon
Planning Manager
Strategic Planning
81. Louisville Gas i Electric Company
P.O. Box 32010
Louisville, K? 40232
Attn:
Martin J. Blake, Director
Regulatory Planning and Forecasting

(Letter)

(Package)

(Letter)

?:•

U;

82.

Citizens National Gas Conpany
530 Atlantic Avenue
3oston, MA 02210
Attn:
Paul D. Jacob
Director of Regulatory Affairs

(Package)

83*

The Peoples Gas Light
and Coke Company and
North Shore Gas Company
122 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60603
.
••'},•
Attn:
Thomas M. Patrick
;">
Vice President
>**,..

(Package)

84.

The Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1030
Arlington, VA 22209
Attn:
Jeffrey Seisler
Executive Director

(Letter)

85.

The Coacionwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Public "tilities
Leverett Saltor-stall Building, Government Center
100 Cambridge Street, Boston HA 02202
Attn:
Diedre Shupp Matthews
Gas Division

(Package)

86.

IPAMS
1214 Denver Club 3uilding
518 17th Street
Denver, CO 80202-4167
Attn:
Karyn L. Plank
Executive Director

(Letter)

87.

OGI Utilities, Inc.
Gas Utility Division
225 Morgantovn Road
P.O. Box 13009
Reading, PA 19612-3009
Attn:
Mark C. Morrow
Associate Counsel

(Package)

88. National Fuel Gas Distribution
Corporation
10 Lafayette Square, 15th Floor
Buffalo, NY 14203
Attn:
Michael W.
AttQ]

Northeast Gas Markets,

(Package)
One Bowdoin Square
Boston, MA 02114
Attn:
Michael S. Lucy
President

(Letter)
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90. Entrade Corporation and the
Producer-Marketer Transportation Group
Submitted by:
Bracewell * Patterson
2000 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-1809
Attn:
Randall 5. Rica
Attorney
and
Laura Murell
Entrade Corporation
950 Breckenridge
Louisville, Ki 40207-4674

(Package)

91. Atlanta Gas Light Company
Submitted by:
Newman & Holtsinger, P.C.
1615 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-5530
Attn:
Robert I- White
Attorney

(Latter)

92.

INGAA
5SS 13th Street, K.w.
#300 W
Washington/ D.C. 20004
Attn:
Jean s. Sonneman

(Package)

^^
T j to
I
(Package)

93. Public Service Electric and Gas Company
P.O. Box 570
Newark, N.J. 07101
Attn:
Tamara L. Titian
Attorney

(Package)

94.

State of New Jersey
Board of Regulatory Commissioners
Two Gateway Center - 10tn Floor
Newark, NJ 07102
Attn:
Nusna Hyner
Director, Division of Gas

(Package)

95.

I.P.A. A.
1101 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Attn:
Mark K. Seifert
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs

ttett«r>

96. Columbia Gas Distribution Companies
700 Thirteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attn:
Jeffrey A. Myers
Director, Federal Affairs

(?aclta$*)
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37.

Mitchell Energy Corporation
2001 Timb»rloch place
P.O. Box 4000
The Woodlands, TX 77387-4000
Attix:
Stephen H. Schoppe

UsoliW Urn if J

(Letter)

